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ABSTRACT

A study of mathematical programming techniques is presented

in this thesis. ln particuìar, Mathematical Programming System (¡lpS)

is studied. Various procedures avai lable within MPS are investigated

in detail. The efficiency conditions and the performance consider-

ations, as related to these procedures, are anaìyzed. The usage of

MPS is illustrated with a program I isting. The second part of the

thesis concerns itsel f with the appl ications of I inear programming

techniques in distribution problems. Computer programs for the

classical transportation and assignment problems are deveìoped and

presented. Lastly, several mathematical modeìs are developed for

optimum parking lot allocatíon. Per:formance criteria for these

modeìs are discussed and a comparison between different models is

made. The entire system has been impìemented with the transportation

and assignment routines and tested with the University of Manitoba

parking ìot system. The computer results are presented in the

append i x .
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CHAPTER I

I NTRODUCT I ON

Among the commonly used optimization techniques, I inear

programming is the foremost. lts appì ications are many and varied.

Starting with the very prosaic appì ications of the paper trimming

problem through such practicaì appì ications as wheat transportation

and cattle feed-mix problems I inear programming has been employed on

such varied areas as pollution control on the Delaware River, and

scheduì ing a number of trucks for a nationaì trucking company. The

current appl ications are almost too numerous to count.

Along with the advent of the computers, computer codes for

solving I inear programming problems have sprung up everywhere.

Starting with the 1620 code for solving up to 40 variabìes, codes have

been deveìoped, such as the IBM Mathematical Programming System, which

can solve up to 8000 rows and a virtually unlimited number of activi-

t ies.

This thesis is a study of one of the most advanced computer

packages, viz: Mathematical Programming System used on IBM System 360

(|\4pS) . The Mathemat icaì Programming System i s probably the largest

commerciaì package that IBM has so far issued publicìy. The size and

the complexity of MPS is no doubt one of the reasons why a package
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I ike this cannot be used solely by reference to the manuals. Many of

the features do not work as explained in the manual and can be fully

understood only after they have been tried out. lt is obviously

impossible for an average user to try out various features of MPS

just to learn how it works. This thesis, in part, undertakes such a

study. This study of MPS has been kept as pract¡cal and complete as

possible, but, of course, the thesis does not purport to g¡ve an

explanation of every single feature of MPS. Among the major aspects

of this thesis is the mathematical explanation of the more important

MPS p rocedu res .

The second, and equaìly important part of this thesis, is the

development of an Optimum Parking Lot Assignment Model. This is an

0perations Research Model developed by the author and programmed and

implemented with the University of Manitoba parking lot system in

mind. lt is independent of MPS and was designed when it was found

that MPS was inadequate to handle this type of problem.

Chapters 2 through 4 of this thesis are devoted to MPS and

chapter 5 concerns itself with the development of the Optimum Parking

Lot Ass ignment Probl em. Append ix A conta i ns the I i st ings of the

programs developed for this problem and Appendix B discusses some of

the deveìopments of the 'Assignment' problem, which were vi sualized

only after the completion of the project. The second chapter gives

a generaì description of MPS and its various procedures. The thi rd

chapter discusses some of the more advanced features of MPS. The
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fourth chapter attempts to present a study of the internaì organi-

zation of MPS. The finaì chapter, as mentioned earì ier, is devoted

to the deveìopment of the Optimum Parking Lot Assignment Program.

This, in short, is what this thesis is all about. lt is emphasized

at this point that this study does not purPort to be a manuaì for

MPS, but rather an exposition of MPS. The reader is directed to MPS

Userts Manuaì (3) for further reference.



CHAPTER 2

MATHEMAT I CAL PROGRAMMI NG SYSTEM

General Descri pt ion

Mathematicaì programming system (¡'tpS) is a pre-ì ink-edited

set of procedures with which any I inear and some non-l inear program-

ming problems can be solved. Thi s chapter wi I I concentrate on the

I inear aspect of MPS. A later chapter wilì discuss the non-l inear

featu res .

Basicaì ìy, any I inear optimizing problem can be solved by

expressing the probìem in the form:

Optimize the objective function

nz- r
?-l-)- |

Subject to the const ra i nts

and

n

I a..
j = I rJ

c.
J

ln this problem there are n

the MPS terminology, this translates

col umns.

'k X.
)

x. > 0J_

tk X.
J

t b.
I

i = 1r 2, ..., m

j = l, "', ñ

variables and m constraints. ln

into a problem with n rows and m

2.1
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ln MPS, each of the n variables has a fixed 8 (or less)

character name. No two variables may have the same name. Also each

of the rows has an 8 or less character name. The names of the rows

also have to be unique. The names of the rows and the columns may be

dupl icated with some ìoss of general ity, in that not alì of the pro-

cedures of MPS wil I function properly with such dupl ication. The

restraint or the right-hand side (nHS), B¡, is identified by a common

name and, as such, is treated as just another column. The rows can

be of any type of inequality. A row with a less than equality con-

straint is caììed an rLr row, that of greater than equality is caìled

a 'G' row; an equaìity row is an rEr row and a row without a con-

straint is cal ìed an rNr row.

MPS handles the procedures or the commands in two steps. The

first step, called MPSì, consists of compilation of the control

language commands. The control language commands are cal ls to the

various MPS procedures required for the solution of a problem. Such

a selection of the calls to MPS procedures is known as a control

language program.

The execution of MPSì generates an executable code which is

formed by I inking together al I the requi red procedures. This exe-

cutable code is stored on a data set called SYSMLCP (system machine

language control program). This data set must reside on a direct

access device. MPSI may also generate I inkage for any commands re-

qui red for a special processor cal led MARVEL. MARVEL is a matrix
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generating processor, to be described in Chapter 3.

The second step is calìed MPS2. This step executes the code

generated in MPSI. lt reads data from the card reader or any number

of files described in appropriate Data Definition (DD) statements.

MPS2 may perform its own compiling and executing of any MARVEL

programs, the commands for which may have been issued in MPSI.

There are several procedures which operate on input data and

produce output. They are divided into e¡ght different types. They

are as foìlows:

ì) lnput and File Maintenance Procedures

2) Optimization Procedures

3) 0utput Procedures

4) Post-opt ional Procedures

5) Basis Preservation Procedures

6) Start-up Procedures

7) Controì Procedures

8) Data Set Ut i I ¡zat ion Procedures

A description of these procedures and general usage of the

procedure const¡tutes the rest of this chapter. An attempt has been

made in optimization and post-optimaì procedures to show the mathe-

matical significance of the various options these procedures offer.

Call ing sequences are specificalìy avoided as they are easily avaiìa-

bìe from the references. Also, the chapter attempts to show how MPS

t ies in with concepts in I inear programming.



2.1 INPUT AND OUTPUT PROCEDURES

I nput/output ( I /0) procedures are characte rized by thei r

simpì icity. Starting with C0NVERT, which is the basic means of input,

these procedures handìe most of the massive data transfers for MPS.

CONVERT reads in input data and converts it to packed binary

form. After conversion data are h/ritten on a fiìe called PROBFILE.

PROBFILE, incidentally, is the file on which the problem is stored.

It can be either on direct access or on a tape volume. ln the first

case there should be sufficient secondary al location since any further

revisions or additions to the problem, unìess otherwise specified, are

written sequentiaì ly next to the current problem. 0n a tape voìume,

this necessitates that PR0BFILE be the onìy data set on the volume.

lf specified, CONVERT performs a number of functions, such as

checking for dupl icate column names, producing a summary or statistics

of the problem (which includes for each row the type of constraint,

internal number of the sìack variablel and number of non-zero elements

and for each coìumn, its internal number and number of non-zero ele-

ments) and a switch generalìy used in conjunction with selection lists.

Any or all combinations of these demands may be used. A typical

combination to read data from a file which is identified by a DD

il

lfol lowing inequal ity 2.1, sìack or ìogical variable associated
with i th row is defined as

and X. is defined as a structural variable.
J

b.
I

n

T
j=l

a.. :t
rJ

X.
J
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statement w¡ th DDNAME of MYFI LE, wi th automat ic checking of i nput

data for dupìication of column names with a summary wouìd be:

CoNVERT('FILE','MYFlLEr, TCHECKT,'SUMMARYT)

After C0NVERT has been called, SETUP folìows. This is a pro-

cedure of which three main purposes are:

I ) Storage al location and l/0 initial ization.

2) Creation of the work matrix.

3) Determination of initial soìution.

lJhile generating the initial solution SETUP does not bother

about producing a good starting soìution, it produces a quick, feasible

solution, which consists of all the logicaì variables2 in the basis

with the bounded structural variables3 at thei r upper bounds.

The procedure SETUP operates on five major data files. From

the PROBFILE it reads the probìem and saves the initiaì solution. 0n

MATRIXI, it builds the work matrix. 0n ETAI it stores the inverse of

the basis of the current solution. SCRATCHI and SCRATCH2 act as

scratch files.

The speed of execution can be considerabìy increased by pro-

viding extra disk storage. Optionally, files MATRIX2, MATRIX3,

MATRIX4 can be provided for storage of the work matrix and ETA2, ETA3

and ETAI+ can be provided for the Eta vectors. For an increased

performance of the lnput/0utput channels, it is often found advan-

tageous to have files with the same functions stored on the different

2ru¡¿.

3r¡i¿.
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channels. This can be assured by specifying different disk voìumes

for the storage. Typicaì ìy,

//ì4ps2.MATRtXt DD UN tT=23l4,SpACE=(CyL, (t0,5),,C0NTtG),VOL=SER=UMt4Ol

//Mps2.MATRtX2 DD UNtT=23t4,SpACE=(Cyl,(t0,5),,CONTtc),VOL=SER=UMl402,

and so on.

Usuaìly, the options specified for SETUP are the names of the

various sections. A special option rMAXr maximizes the objective

function. For badìy scaìed models, specifying the option TSCALE'r"y

be necessary, as it scaìes the work matrix.

Sometimes it is necessary to change an existing problem by

adding or deleting some of the columns or the rows, changing the right

hand side column or the cost coefficients. Such an updating gives

rise to an entirely new problem which is based on the old problem.

For very smalì problems, it seems easy to

run the problem. For the problems with a

rows, such an approach is not feasible.

MPS prov i des for th i s probl em wi th

TREVISE¡ is a file maintenance procedure.

I REV I SE' i s same as that for C0NVERT. As

are possible, viz:

ì ) Rol.,

2) C0LUMNS

3) RHS

4) RANcES

5) B0UNDS

change a few cards and re-

large number of columns and

a command ca I I ed I REV I SE I

Basicalìy, the input for

in CONVERT, five sections
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lf there are no changes to be made in a particular section,

that section can be omitted. \^Jithin each section, four types of

rev i s ions are poss i bl e. They are as fol I ows :

t) MoDtFY

2) DELETE

3 ) BEF0RE

4) AFTER

Each of these revisions is specified by the four above-mentioned key

words in the card columns 3 thru 8.

MODIFY data cards fol ìow the MODIFY control card in each

section. Any data cards in this revision change the corresponding

information in the previous probìem. The data card format is identical

to that of CONVERT.

DELETE data cards foìlow the DELETE control card and delete

the appropriate columns or rows from the originaì problem.

lf any additional vectors are to be întroduced in the new

probìem, control cards 'BEF0RE' and TAFTER' can be used. Both of

these control cards indicate a row or column name in the card columns

15 tnru 22 for which the row or column to be added is placed before

or after in the matrix.

l¡/¡thin each section, there are revision control cards, each

of which is followed by appropriate data cards. However, once a

revision to some particular vector has been made, all revisions to

that vector, in that section, must be given before any other vector
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can be mentioned. This is a direct resuìt of the fact that all the

revisions on a particular vector are made sequentiaì ly. Also, revisions

to different vectors are not to be grouped by the type of revision.

After a REVISE command a new problem is created on the PROBFILE.

This problem has a new name specified in the NAME card in REVISE data.

lf the new name is the same as the old name, the old problem is over-

written by the new problem, otherwise the new problem is written next

to the old problem.

CONVERT, SETUP and REVISE represent among themselves a major

proportion of LP commands. A test deck, compìete w¡th the output is

shown in f igures 2.1 and 2.2. The remaining four of the input.output

procedures are not generaliy used as wideìy as the first three. Their

use i s descr i bed i n the fol I owi ng pa rag raphs .

FLAGS is a procedure which employs the principle of the se-

ìection I ists. This principle is also employed by some other pro-

cedures. lt has a strong MARVEL bias (nnnVfl is explained in a

separate chapter). A Selection List is a ìist of the names of the

rows or the colúmns which are either excluded or included accord¡ng to

presence or absence of TEXCEPTT parameter in the parameter I ist. A

typical FLAGS cal ì with the selection I ist would be:

FLAGS('nURSt<S" rRO\./ì 

" 
rROl¡r2r,' ,,'RLlMlTr, 

'RO\,JI0r, 
rR0ì¡/20" | ' ,

'CMASKS','CoLl 
"'COL2ì, 

r ,,'CLlMlT" rCoLìOrr tCOL20t, ")
This statement when issued after a SETUP would excìude the

ROì/l , R0l^/2, the rows between R0Ì^/10 and R0ld20 inclusive, and would

simiìarly exclude the designated coìumns.
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coPY has the identical parameter structure to FLAGS, except

CoPY copies the problems from the OLDFILE to the PR0BFILE. lf PROBFILE

does not contain any problem with the new name, the new probìem wiìl

be added to the PROBFILE. lf a problem with that name exists, the

new probìem wi I ì be fi led starting at the old problem. Subsequent

problems, if any, are guaranteed to be destroyed. A typical calì to

COPY would be:

MovE (xpa¡lRnr, TcoPYDPRB 
' )

COPY (seìection I ist simi lar to FLAGS)

The difference in the selection list of COPY and FLAGS is that

the selection I ist of COPY appì ies only to the columns in the basis.

Like FLAGS, an appearance of 'EXCEPT'will reverse the action, i.e.,

not COPY the mentioned bases. A tNOBASlSr parameter automatically

excludes alì the bases.

TRANSLATE converts the input data from other IBM machine forms

to the 360 form.

SAVERHS changes existing RHS by adding to it another RHS

which is represented by a change vector. This change vector is given

a name which is stored (moved) in the communication cell XCHCOL (to

be described in chapter 4). The name of the resulting RHS is contained

in the communication ceì I XSAVERHS. A typical cal I would be:

MovE (xcHcot-, I CHGC0LUM | 
)

MovE (xsevrnHs, I NoocoLUM | 
)

XPARAM = I .0

SAVERHS (IMATRIX') OT SAVERHS ('PROBLEM')



XPARAM denotes the multiple of

RHS.

2.2 OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURES

The actual optimizing is carried out through this category of

procedures. There are three procedures and thei r cal I i ng sequences

are straight forward. A variety of optimizing techniques is utilized.

As a result, many options are available to these procedures. The most

important aspect of these procedures is theÎ r mathematicaì signifi-

cance.

2.2.1 PRIMAL AND DUAL
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the change col umn to be added to the

PRIMAL ut¡l izes the standard Revised Simpìex Algor¡thm. lt

accepts the name of the objective row and that of the RHS in CRS

(Communication Region Cel I s) X0BJ and XRHS, respectively. (n CR or

Communication Region Celì is a user accessible location in the core.

There are a number of CR celìs, and they contain the information

perta i n i ng to the probl em) .

2.2.1 .l

Among some of the more important options is XEPS. This CR,

which by default is zero, can be set to any positive value. This

vaìue is added to or subtracted from the RHS. This feature is par-

ticularly useful for those LP models for which RHS may contain a

ìarge number of zeros. Such models may requi re a large solution

t ime. The reason for thi s wi ì I be i I I ustrated beìow.



Let the probìem be:

Minimize Z =
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ln this equation, X. is known as structural variable
J

as the logical variable associated with the ith row.

]t
phase' of the revised simpìex method, the objective

Subject to:

n

X C. 'kj=l J

n

I
j=l

a.. :'.- X. + X .. = b.¡J J n+r I

X.
J

As any LP program initiaì izing the simplex algorithm starts

with the slack or surplus variables as the first basic solut¡on, it

can be seen that the first basic feasible soìution wiìì be degenerate

if any of b, is zero. S¡nce the program does not accept a degenerate't

solution for a basic solution, search for a basic feasible solution

is more time-consuming; but, wÌth sì ight perturbation an optimum is

reached more quickìy. \,Jith the heìp of DUAL, another algorithm

discussed ìater, a badìy sparse LP model can be soìved quickly.

2.2.1.2

Minimize Z =
m

I
j=ì

i= l, 2, ..., ffi

xn+ 
i

and X is knownn+t

For the first

function would be:

4ln th" first phase of
variabìes are driven to zero.

XSCALE is the second CR cell which is important in PRIMAL.

the revised simplex method, slack
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Zero by default, it should be made positive

negat ive for maximizat ion. I ts mathemat icaì

be I ow.

ln the first phase of optimìzation, PRIMAL, whiìe looking for

a feasible solut¡on, tries to minimize a synthetic objective function.

This function is defined as foiìows:

Mìnimize Z =

for minimization and

signif icance is expìained

Subject to:

n

I
j=l

n

I a.. *
j = i rJ

The synthetic objective function Z = XSCALE

C. 'k X.rJ

By defauìt XSCALE = 0.0. Therefore, with the defauìt value,

onìy the infeasÌb¡ I ities are optimized which means they are removed

quickìy. At this point, the solution, although feasible, may be far

from optimal. This makes for a considerably increased solution time.

But, ¡f XSCALE is given a smaìl positive vaìue5 (actuaì magnitude will

X. + X, = b. (Constraints)
J n+t I

m

r b. -
:-1 I
t-l

E

'This discussion assumes minimizat¡on by defauìt. XSCALE

would have to be negative for maximization.

n

I a.. X.: - ¡ lJ )
J- |

t- ì, 2,

j

..., m

n

I''j

+X
n+l

X. +
J
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depend on the problem), the feasible soìution reached is closer to

the optimum than the previous. This is a result of the fact that the

objective function is now taken into account in the search of a

feasible solution. The magnitude of XSCALE shouìd be general ly ìess

than 1.0 since substituting a unity value actually implies a second

phase operation. Too high a vaìue will increase the time needed to

attain the feasibility. A compromise has to be made depending on the

type and the number of the constraints. lf aìl the constraints are of

the same type, a high value is favored. The basic principle is that

if the constraints are lenient, a high vaìue for XSCALE can be used.

Correspondingly, for the constraints which include both less than and

greater than constraints, a low XSCALE is safe. Also, a large number

of constra¡nts usuaìly gives a bad solution time for a high XSCALE.

One way to get around this is by includîng the following statements

in the MPS controì program:

DUAL

XSCALE = 0.8

PR I MAL

DUAL, an algorithm described later, is very welì suited to solve the

LP models with a number of rows much greater than the number of columns.

DUAL does not aìways give an optimal solutîon (or even feasible so-

lution). But, with the feasible solution that DUAL gives, and using

a high XSCALE vaìue, PRIMAL can find an optimaì for such an LP model
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more quickly. l.Jhen the feasibility is reached, PRIMAL turns XSCALE

to XSSCALE. XSSCALE is the counterpart of XSCALE after the feasibi I ity

î s reached.

2.2.1.3

Pricing aìso affects the performance of PRIMAL. Precisely

defined, pricing is seìecting a number of vectors in a group of vectors,

which give the best rate of change in the objective function. The

process of pricing is a sequential one. The first iteration is called

a major iteration. After this, of the group of the remaining vectors

onìy those are retained in the pricing which stilI give a favorabìe

rate of change in the objective function6, i.e.

This process is repeated until no more vectors are left in the pricing.

After this, the next pricing foì lows.

The number of pricing determines the performance of PRIMAL.

The work matrix is read once per pricing. Thus, a higher pricing

gives a ìower matrix reading time. But, increasing the number of

minor iterations increases the execution time. A compromise is,

therefore, usual ly made.

ll

Ã
0b iect ive funct ion
Vector in pricing

tao_.-The favorable rate of change in
be negative for minimization and positive

0.

the object ive funct ion wi I I
for maximization.



2.2.1.4

The vector acceptabil ity criterion,

ìeast percentage of the objective function

change by the entry of an incoming vector.

give very smaì I decreases in the objective

the bas i s.

2.2.1 .5

A faci l ity for the totaì sub-optimization is al so prov¡ded by

the PRIMAL. CR XTOTALS\^/ handles this facility. The default is the

part iaì sub-opt imizat ion. rPart ial sub-opt imi zat ionr actual I y means

that the columns leaving the basis on each iteration are not added
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back to the candidate I ist between this and the next pricing. The

total sub-optimization allows this, if a unit of a particular column

XDZPCT, determ i nes the

aì lowable as an acceptable

Th i s keeps vectors wh i ch

funct ion from com i ng i nto

produces a favorabìe change in the objective function between the

pricing.

2.2.1.6

For the probìems with a very large number of columns, a high

pricing is imperative. To somewhat offset the associated high compu-

tation time, a facil ity can be used which wiìl not read alì the matrix

at each pricing. For example, if pricing is 7, then ¡t is a waste of

time to read aìl the 5000 coìumns of the matrix of a 5000 variable

probìem. ln such a case CR cell XCYCLESI^,, if set to, say ì5, will

result into reading of only the first l5 columns which give a favorabìe



change i n

XCYCLESV/

SETUP is

read from
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the objective function. Since SETUP automaticaìly sets

to zero, XCYCLESb/ shouìd be set to any desired value after

cal led. F¡gure 2.3 shows the layout of the vectors to be

the disc when XCYCLESI^/ is used.

VECTORS IN BASIS

XCYCLESVJ Map

Figure 2.1

2.2.1.7

Lastly, PRIMAL gives the user a control over Ìteration frequency

at which INVERT can be called to invert the work matrix. This is done

by the setting of CR XFREQINV. The significance of this switch can be

expìained by the following analysis of the way Revised Simplex Method

(Product Form) solves the problem (l ).

Consider a basis of'm'columns, denoted by'B'such that

þ = (blrb2rbg,b+, ...rbr, ...rbr)

VECTORS

IN

PRICING

VECTORS NOT IN

BAS IS

where each b. is a column vector of length'm'. Let 'dr be a non-basic
I

XCYCLES\,J
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.column vector, of which representation in B is given by:

m

6l = I
i=l

Now, if the columnrrrof the basis rBr is to be replaced by the

column 'd', then the new basis rBOr will be given by:

Y. 'k b.
ll

To caìculate the best incoming vector, the simplex method requires the

inverse of the basis. Since the inverse of 'Br would be known from

the previous iteration, the problem now would seem to be finding the

inverse of the new basis 'Bd'. lt can be shown that the inverse of

'8,' can be caìculated from the inverse of the old basis 'B', without
d

i nvert i ng the whol e rBO' mat r ix. The proof i s as foì ì ows:

Let the rth column in the basis be given by

b = B, tk fìrcl

Bd = (br,b2,b3,... ,d,br+l ,... ,br)

whe re

2.2

where Y. fol lows the notation in equation 2,2.
I

-Y.
Irr - y ,
r

Let e.
I

e.
I

e.
I

= a vector of ìength rmr such that

(j) = o 
' +,

(¡) = I i = j

-Y r-l, -v---
r

and

I

,v-
r

t - (ar ,?2r...,êr_,, ,lrer+1r... rer)

t- r+l
' -V--- )

r

-Y
__[

Y r



Then,

The refo re :

Thus, knowing B ì, tO-t can be calcuìated by building a file

of vectors, without actual ìy calcuìating eO-1.

After many such ns are calcuìated, they diminish the accuracy

of calcuìations because of the round off errors. Secondìy, n vector

secondary storage may itself become fuìì. At this point, ¡t is

advantageous to invert the original rB¡ matrix and restore the

accu racy.

The CR celì XFREQINV alìows control over the number of iter-

ations after which INVERT should be demanded. The DEFAULT is 100, but

ê smaller value is chosen if an LP model of considerable size is to

be solved. The costs associated with reducing XFREQINV are reflected

in an increased execution time because of the inversion. Thus, a

compromise has to be sought which will give a reasonably accurate

sol ut ion i n a reasonabl e execut ion t ime.

2.2.2

DUAL, previously mentioned in this chapter, is based on the

DUAL aìgorithm, and is particularly usefuì for models having fewer

columns than rows. 0n some problems, the feasibil ity is reached

much faster than with PRIMAL. This advantage is offset by the fact

3l
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that the DUAL aìgorithm does not aììow multiple pricing or cycìing.

This means that the matrix must be fuìly read on each iteration. ln

a multiprogramming situation, where the moment a program asks for an

l,/0 channel , it has to get out and wait in a queue; this can increase

sol ut ion t ime cons i derabl y.

2.2.3

INVERT, as mentioned before, is used solely for the purpose

of inverting matrices. lt reduces the size of the product form of

inverse (ns) as far as possible. This increases the speed of the

subsequent calculations and precision. INVERT uses a'highly efficient

method of trianguìarization', which is patented by IBM and is a pro-

prietary software (¡).

2.3 OUTPUT PROCEDURES

The output procedures in MPS give the user information on a

specified problem at various stages of computations. They not only

give the usual solutions, but also make it possible to locate and

diagnose an infeasible model.

2.3.1

Starting with the most commonly used rSOLUTl0N r, there are

eight output procedures. SOLUTI0N prints out the current soìution of

the problem. By use of the keyboard FILE, it can be fiìed wherever

desired. The OPTlONS BASIS,OUT and ACTIVE, are also available for

printÌng out only basic, only non-basic and only active vectors
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respectively. lt files the soìution by the rows and by the columns.

ln the fiì ing by the rows, it prints what is labeìled as Dual

Activity. This is actuaì ly the partial derivative of the objectîve

function with respect to the ìogical variable associated with a row.

Dual activity represents the change in the objective function per

unit change in the ìogicaì variable.

The reduced cost, which is output in the column section of

the solution, represents the change in the objective function per unit

change in the particular variable. The changes in the activities or

variables are assumed to be small. lt is obvious, therefore, for an

optimal solution of a minimizing probìem, that the reduced costs of

al I non-basic variables are non-negative. This means that the intro-

duction of any non-basÌc variable in the basis will always increase

the objective function. lf any of the non-basic variabìes has a zero

reduced cost, it means that this variable couìd be entered into the

soìution without increasing the objective function. Thus, there wouìd

be more than one optimum solution. This fact is brought to the notice

of the user by an 'A' fìagging the particular coìumn.

For further processing of the output, S0LUTI0N provides a

faci I ity for fi I ing the output. The option 'SOLUTl0N 
I fi les the

identification section of the printed output. 0ptions TRSECTI0NT and

TCSECTI0N' file the row and the column sections, respectively. Al I

of these fi ìes are retrievable by MARVEL. The organization of these

files (or arrays) is as follows:



RSECT I ON

R0\^/NAME

:k ,STATUS, ACTIVITY

R0ì.Jl

R0\^/2 i

i
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SLACK ; LLMIT ULIMITI DUALACT NUMBER

.:
CSECT ION

COLNAME

)k

c0L I

c0 L2

STATUS ACTIVITY INPUT COST LLMIT ULIMIT RCOST

Filed Output of SOLUTI0N

Figure 2.4

These files can be subsequentìy retr¡eved

by a MARVEL program. As in other procedures, the

selection I ists appl ies here too, and the rows or

filed selectively.

N UMBE R

and operated upon

principle of the

the columns can be
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2.3.2

PICTURE and TRACE are two other procedures which give some

more information about the soìution. PICTURE gîves a pictorial

representation of the solution in terms of lrs and character codes.

A summary of magnitude classes representing the codes is also printed

out. For example,rrUrrstands for a value between 0.0ì and 0.09999

and so on.

2.3.3

TRACE is useful when

bilities. TRACE outputs all

the infeasibìe rows. Since

column which does not ì ie in

out.

2.3 .4

BCDOUT converts a binary problem into the external data format.

V/ith the slight modification and condensation, this is about the same

as a listing of the input. The selection lists can again be used to

suppress or select columns, rows or both.

¡t is difficult to trace the infeasi-

col umns wi th non-zero coeff i c i ents i n

infeasib¡lity may also result from a

its bounds, alì such columns are printed

2.3.5

TRANCOL and TRANROVJ are the last two output procedures. What

both TRANCOL and TRANR0\,J do can be very simpìy expìained by the

following diagram:

B+NB
Basis Non-basis

R

=H
S
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Now from such a solution, if any non-basic coìumn is pre-

multiplied by the inverse of the base, what will result is a row

vector of the same ìength as rBr. TRANCOL computes the row vector

for each column not in the basis and files them by columns. Actually

any'j'th element of this vector represents the amount of the j + nth

variable in the basis that will have to go out (to maintain feasi-

bil ity) if one unit of the particular non-basic vector was întroduced

in the basis. This type of anaìysis is useful when some sub-

optimization is al lowabìe to make room for some intangibìe objectives.

TRANRO\^/ performs the same analysis, but f iles the presentation vectors

by rows.

2.\ POST OPTIMAL PROCEDURES

This is a class of procedures which give the user information

about the opt imum soì ut ion obta ined by opt imiz i ng procedures. 0ften

the cost coefficients, restraints and simi lar parameters of an LP

modeì are not known with certainty because of the factors beyond the

controì of the user. Under such circumstances, it is desirable to

know what effect variations in the parameters of the modeì have on

the optimaì ity of the solution.

One obvious way to compute such variations wouìd be to re-run

the problem again with the new coefficients. But this is not only

time-consuming from the point of view of the computer usage, but also

quite diff¡cult when the model may have 2000 rows and ì5,000 activi-

ties. Problems of this size are by no means uncommon. Post-optimal
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procedures aìlow the user to examine the sensitivity of certain co-

efficients with a minimaì amount of additional computer time.

2.4.1

The most commonly (and easily) used procedure is RANGE. lt

post-optimal ly generates and outputs an analysis of the current

problem. For the rob/ activities, it 9¡ves the lower ìimit by which

the associated restraint level may be decreased without a change in

the basis. The amount by which the objective function will decrease

per unit change is given in UNIT COST. The significance of the 'L01"/ER

ACTIVITYT is that the decrease in the row activity beyond this level

has a different cost per unit decrease. Since it wouìd be desirabìe

to know which row wouìd be the first to change ¡ts stêtus under such

changes, th¡s information is also printed out. The same analysis is

also performed for upper limits. Thus rRANGErcan be seen to be the

basic procedure for the output anaìysis. RANGE offers similar filing

capabi I ities as most other output procedures.

2.\.2

One could visual ize a different type of post-optimal analysis

whereby the cost coefficients in an objective row are changed and ¡t

is desired to know how it changes the optimaì ity. This type of

analysis is usuaì ly referred to as the sensitivity analysis. The

util ity of sensitivity analysis is again based on the fact that ¡t is

not necessary to resolve the whole problem to find the desired
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information. The mathematical reasoning behind the procedure

'PARAOBJ', which does a sensitivity anaìysis with respect to the cost

coefficients in the objective row, is expìained as fol lows.

Let the problem be:

\./he re C,

Xa

PARAOBJ essential ly does

Max

A'kX

= f,:'.-f,

Cost vector for- the basis.

b

cB"xB

Basis columns

VJhe re

the transformat ion:

C+þ't¡

changed cost vector,

scalar parameter,

a specified change row.

C

c

0

f

t_

t_

I n MPS term i nol ogy,

f

(*ur'*rr' "'' XBm

\,Jhe re

Let Z. -
)

(xpRna¡l + xPARDELT * k ;" XCHRoW

o, I ,2 (XenRRmr"x - XPARAM)/XPARDELT

Therefore,

'7-1
L. V. -JJ

-J

decrease in objective function due to

introduction of unit of column 'j'.

(cs * 0', fs) rj - (cj + $,t rr)



I,/he re

For þ > 0, if one or more (f, 't y- - t.¡) are negative, then

(2, - C,) can be negative for a suff icientìy ìarse 0.)J

Therefore, the critical vaìue is given by

Y.
J

z. - c.JJ
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representat ion of 'j 'th vector i n the bas i s.

0.=-

,i - c- + þ ''' (t, '. t- - t.¡)

It can be seen that by changing the criterion for the incoming vector,

parametric variations of the objective vector can be handled. TPARAOBJ 
'

does prec i sel y th i s.

Zt - ct
fr'tYn - fO

The CR cells XPARAM, XPARMX and XPARDELT supply PARAOBJ its

basic parameters. XPARAM specifies the initiaì value, XPARMX the final

value, and XPARDELT the increment in the value of the scalar parameter

as described earì ier.

= Min

I
J

-r. _ a.4l þl
fB'*Yj -f-

2.\ .3

A simiìar type of analysis is performed by PARARHS on the right

hand sides. The caì ì ing parameters are identical; the onìy change in

the function is that PARARHS performs the anaìysis subject to the

condition that a given optimal solution remain feasible. The function

of PARARHS can be expìained as follows:

Let rbr be the original RHS and rbr I the changed RHS with 0 as

scalar change parameter andrr'be the change vector.

fB"Yj f . < 0
.J



Then,

tf

bl

Xg

Xå

4o

b+þ'rt

originaì basis vector, then

-lB ' ;'.- 6t ,

where B-l is the inverse of the current basis.

Therefore, Xå = t-l ,. b + þ * 3-l ,k r

Since XU is the given optimal basic feasibìe solution,

then þ can be increased without ìimit and X, will still

lf one or more Y. < 0, then the criticaì value of þ is

Whe re

=XB*0''.Y

-tY=Bt:kr

This, as before, Fêplaces the condition for entering the incoming

vector and performs the required sensitivity analysis. Parametric

anaìysis is thus performed by PARARHS in this fashion.

0.
*uu 

=T

2.\ .\

The procedure PARARIM is a combination of PARAOBJ and PARARHS,

and as such does not represent any new concepts.

Min-:-
J

*u¡

Y¡

if all Y. ;' 0,
t-

be feas i bl e.

g iven by

Y. < 0
I
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2.4 .5

The parametrization of coìumns is performed by the procedure

PARACOL. But, unl ike previous procedures, this procedure has two

modes of operation. This arises due to the fact that the parametri-

zation may be done with respect to a column which may or may not be in

the basis.

lf the column is not in the basis, it is obtained from the work

matrix and unpacked. At this point, its reduced cost R, can be caìcu-

lated by the formuìa:

Now, the reduced cost of the updating coìumn or change coìumn is

similarìy calculated, treating it as another column not in the basis.

This is Rr. lt is obvious that

the reduced cost of the composite column equals R, + Q:'r qr.

For a minimization problem, the composite coìumn could be brought in

the basis only if its reduced cost is less than or equal to zero. lf

R2 itself is greater than zero, then the composite column could never

be brought into the basis, and no further anaìysis is required. lf

R, is less than zero, then the maximum þ wilì be given by:

Rt
_t

CB"B'"Oj

CompositecolumnU+Q

lf the original

'k V is thereby

column (u) is

R.
-I

Rt

formed.

aì ready in the basis, previous
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steps are not necessary. At this point an internal routine (CHOln)

finds the first row to go infeasible as the scal Ìng parameter is

increased, and the parameter value at which this happens. lt is now

only necessary to find the outgoing column. This is done by DPRICE,

through a routine called by PARAC0L. lf the computed parameter is

less than the maximum specified value, then the solut¡on is updated

by a pseudo iteration followed by a normal iteration for the change

of basis. lf the computed scaìar parameter is more than the maximum

specified, the maximum vaìue is used for computation and a normal

exit is taken. 0therwise the procedure continues until the condition

is satisf ied.

2.4 .6

The last of the post-optimal procedures is PARAR0trJ. This

performs parametric analysis with respect to a constraint row, whose

name is specif ied in the CR ceìì, XRO\^/, and a change row whose name

is specif ied in CR ceì1, XCHR0I^/. The utility of PARAR0VJ lies in the

fact that it is nothing but a special case of PARAC0L. Once this is

proved, it is obv ious that f urther anaì ys is of PARAROì¡/ woul d be

identical to that of PARACOL. The proof is as follows:

Consider a ì inear programming problem,

Minimize
n
\.

j=l
C.. 'k X.lJ )

i = 1,2,...rm



Subject to

n
F-
lJ d..

: - r lJ
J- r

Let ipar = the row to

added for

Let the change row or
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X.
J

Now, the equation of pêrametrization about the row ipar can be written as:

n

I
j=l

S LAC K.
I

n
v

j=l

which a non-constrained row is to be

the parametrization.

I pa ramet r izat ion rov,,r be g iven by :

= b.
I

a . ?t X. + SLACK . = 0m+l.j J m+l

0r,

(",0"r. j * 0 '* "**r.j) '* *j

n

T

j=l

i = I,2r.,.rfr

whe re

a. :k X.rpar.J J

Equation 2.3 is clearly seen to be a parametric analysis of the row

ipar with respect to the added coìumn SLACK'+I. This can be converted

into a PARACOL problem by:

l) Adding one more column viz. SLACK'+I to the work matri^7.

+

S LAC K.rpar

S LAC K.
rPar

a scalar multipl ier in the parametrization.

7Rt tf,is point the parametrization row is also added to the
work matrix.

b.rpar

't SLACK
m+l

b.lpar 2.3
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Creating a 'change coìumn' for PARAC0L, the change

column having zeroes in aìl rows except the row ipar

and -l in the row ipar.

Performing a parametric analysis with respect to the

col umn SLACK
m+l

be seen that PARAROì,/ i s a pa rt icu ì a r case of PARACOL and

i t as such.

2)

3)

Thus, i t can

MPS hand I es

2.5 BASIS PRESERVATION PROCEDURES

Four procedures are avai lable to fi ìe and retrieve the

solution. These procedures are most vaìuabìe for mass data transfers

associated with large probìems.

2.5. I

SAVE fi les the current basis, the bounded variable status and

a part of Communication Region required to restart. REST0RE is used

to restart a solution starting from a soìution filed by SAVE. This

is particularly useful in the situation where the LP problem can be

run on the machine for a period of only, sêy,3 hours, and the total

expected time is, say,6 to t hours. ln such a case, a soìution or

the basis can be filed after 3 hours and when the next time slot is

availabìe, RESTORE can start from where it left off.

2.5 .z

PUNCH and INSERT are nearly identical except that the output

and input devices used here are the card punch and the reader,
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respectively. PUNCH outputs on cards the same information that SAVE

files on tape or disk and INSERT simiìarly inserts a basis into the

input stream. An option on PUNCH aìso provides a ìisting of the

punched bas i s.

2.6 START-UP PROCEDURES

There are two procedures in this class which are used to

generate a better stêrting solution than the one (aì l-logicaì vari-

abìes) provided by SETUP. This reduces the computation time required

by PRIMAL to reach the optimum.

2.6.1

CRASH provides a good starting solution by introducing

structural vectors and removing ìogical vectors from the basis. This

inevitably introduces some infeasibil ities in the basis, but this

disadvantage is offset, in many cases, (but not some) by a shorter

runn ing t ime for PRIMAL.

CRASH shouìd not be called when the probìem has a large number

of equal ity constraints with zero RHS, because in such cases the only

feasible soìution (starting) would necessari ly have to be largely

logicaì.

The improvement in the initial

solut ion wil I be feas ible, that most of

structural and that the majori ty of the

vectors will be at their upper bound.

basis assumes that the optimal

the basis vectors wilì be

non-bas i s bounded structu ral

CRASH normaì ly improves the
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initial solution by two passes on the work matrix.

ln the first pass, called pass A, CRASH tries to incorporate

those structuraì variables in the basis which are not at the upper

bound and which have a zero coefficient in any row in which the basis

vector is al ready structuraì. \,Jhen a large number of equal ity con-

straints with zero RHS are invoìved, CRASH may not be efficient for

two reasons. The first arises from the fact that SETUP has set the

non-basis bounded vectors at their upper bound. Any attempt by CRASH

to change the status of these variables wilì neutralize the work done

by SETUP. Secondly, " structural vector which has zero coefficients

in any row in which the basis vector is already structural wilì not

change when premuìtipì ied by the inverse of the basis.

Since pass rA' increases the number of infeas¡bil ¡ties, pass

rB' is used to reduce the infeas¡b¡l ¡ties. Al ì those vectors which

are not in the basis and are not artificial are candidates to enter

the basis in passrBr. A basis vector is considered for ìeaving the

basis unless there is no corresponding coefficient in the premultipl ied

incoming vector. The same consideration is also given to the fact

that a basis vector should not be interchanged for a vector which wilì

increase the infeasibil ity. The criteria used to determine which

vector should leave the basis depends soìely on an infeasibility index.

A major component of the infeasibility index is the number of infeasi-

biìities removed when a vector is removed from the basis. lf the

infeas¡b¡l ities are introduced because of the departure of a particular
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cand¡date, then this figure of merit is negative. Therefore, only

if the figure of merit is positive is an exchange performed. At any

time, the best vector to leave is the one which has the largest number

of infeasibil ities removed with its departure.

2.6.2

BAS I C i s the second start-up procedure which derives an

improved basic feasible solution starting from a non-basic feasible

solution. This may mean a feasible solution which is degenerate.

Typically, such solutions are produced when a number of small sub-

problems are combined together to form a larger one. Such sub-

solutions can be run with BASIC by grouping together decks punched

by PUNCH in individuaì runs. For instance, a solution may be required

for a large problem such as given beìow in terms of conformably

part i t ioned submatrices.

M1

A I

M2

Basic

problem if the

were provided

A2

A^

woul d qu ickl y produce

opt imal soì ut ions to

as input data.

M"5

B2

B a

a feas i bl e sol ut i on to the I a rger

the fol ìowing smal ler problems

B¡,t

B
7



Mr

A1

M2

A2

M
Ĵ

A3

where tr, * ur, * tr, = t,
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2.7 CONTROL PROCEDURES

A smal I class of procedures is avai ìable which enable the

user to access the data in the problem solution. This, of course,

is a smalì scaìe data accession and for large problems a user written

MARVEL or READCOMM routine (to be described in the next chapter) is

more pract i cal .

ur,

B1

tr,

B2

2.7 .l

The procedure, SELECT, makes available six types of variables;

viz: the simplex multipl iers, the row activities, and the RHS

elements for the rows; and reduced costs, column activities, and cost

coefficients for the columns. The simplicity of SELECT lies in the

fact that the user has only to provide the variable code, (pt for

simplex multipl iers, ROV/ for row activities, and so forth), the name

of the row or column and the name of the area (address) in the control

ur,

B,
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program where to store the retrieved data.

codes may be specified in a singìe caì.l.

2.7.2

l/RITE is a simple outputting procedure for data transfer on

a smalì scale. This does not require any format statements (unì ike

F0RTRAN) and any titles can be included in the I./RITE I ist.

2.7 .3

PROBLEM I ists the names of the problems on OLDPFILE and

PROBFILE with the names of the various sections.

2.8 DATA SET UTILIZATION PROCEDURES

A combination of such

This set of procedures establ ishes the logicaì relationships

between the file names in the control program and this corresponding

DDNAMES in the job control. ASSIGN equivaìences the DDNAME with the

name assigned to the file in the Controì Program. ASSIGN also accepts

an option specifying whether it is a communications file or a card

file. PREPIN and PREPCUT prepare communications fi le for input and

output, respect i vel y.

The above eight procedures provide cons iderable fìexibi I i ty

in I inear programming appl ications, and greatly reduce the amount of

research resources required to comparably analyze any given problem.



CHAPTER 3

MPS - SPECIAL FACILITIES

ln addition to the generaì functions of the Mathematical

Programming System, a number of special faciì ities are available to

an MPS user. This chapter attempts to identify and explain their use.

The speciaì facil ities available to the MPS user are:

I ) READCoMM subrout i ne

2) MARVEL processor

3) SEPARABLE programming

They wil ì be described in the order given above.

3. I READCOMM SUBROUT I NE

50

This is an assembler subroutine which makes it possibìe for

an MPS user to access MPS data in the internal form. lt aìso alìows

F0RTRAN procedures to be calìed from a CONTROL language program. A

'procedure' is distinguished from a subroutine in that a procedure

can be independently executed whiìe a subroutine can not. This

impì ies that all FORTRAN programs called by an MPS control program

must be main programs and not subroutines. The only quaì ifying con-

dition is that the FORTRAN main program shouìd have as its ìast

executable statement the RETURN statement instead of 'CALL EXITI

statement. RETURN statement passes control to MPS through a RETURN

macro.
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3.1.t

Some of the more important uses of READCOMM are as follows:

l) To retrieve the in-core data from the Controì Program.

2) To access the arrays from the fiìed outputs of various

MPS procedures.

3) To aì low access to Communications Region constants.

4) To make tests about the type and mode of the various

variables involved in the solution of a I inear program-

ming problem.

5) To facil itate the freguent use of common FORTRAN routines.

The principles invoìved in caìl ing a FORTRAN program from a

control program are i I lustrated in figure l. ì .

MPS I

CONTROL

PROGRAM

MPS 2
EXECUTOR

OUTPUT

MPS Control Diagram

Figure 3.1

JOBL I B

FOR USER

PROCEDURES
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This is not unìike caìling from a F0RTRAN program, a subroutine

which has been precompiled-link edited and stored under a member name

identical to its calìing name in a partitioned data set. The only

difference is that the controì program has to caìl only a main program

and it is not possible to pass parameters to a FORTRAN main program.

The basic problem here is that there is no adequate faciì ity

for ì inking the parameter I ist of a FORTRAN main program to another

cal I ing program. (ffr¡s, incidental ìy, can be very easily done in

PL/\, since in that language the main procedures may also have the

pa rameter I i sts. )

Therefore, a FORTRAN main program must caìl an assembler sub-

routine to pass the address of its parameter list to the calling main

(control) program. This is done in READCOMM by calling explicit sub-

routines GETARG and PUTARG and by cal I ing READCOMM impl icitìy

Before a control program can execute its calì statements, ¡t

must have been compiled and I ink ed¡ted. A typical set up is as

fol lows:

/ /JOBL I B DD DSN=MPS360. SUBRTNES, D I SP=OLD

//COI4PILE EXEC FORTHCL

/ /F}RT. SYS lN DD 'k

FORTRAN MAIN PROGRAM

/r.

/ /LRED.SYSLM0D DD DSN=USERL I B,DISP=SHR

//'INOTE THAT USERLIB IS A CATALOGED PDS



/ /LKED. SYS lN DD :t

After storing a main

cal I this module. A typical

/ /JOBllB DD DSN=SYSI .MPSLI B,Dl SP=SHR

// DD DSN=USERLIB,DISP=SHR

/ /EXEC MPS 360,REGl ON.MPS2=200K

/ /MPS I . SYS lN DD 'r

CONTROL PROGRAM

/':,

/ /¡4P52. SYS lN DD 'r

DATA

/,\

Here USERLIB is concatenated to the MPS I ibrary. Another more

permanent way of doing this would be store the load modules of the

user procedures in the MPS I ibrary. This wilì eì iminate the need for

including an extra job I ibrary card in the job control statements.

But this is generalìy not done for a number of reasons. Firstly, at

the system generation time, most special processors, I ike MPS, are

given a space aìlocation with an RLSE (Release) parameter tagged on.

This reìeases all the extra space from the data set which contains the

53

I NSERT READCOMM

ENTRY MA I N

NAME FORTMA I N

prog ram modu I e, a cont rol prog ram can

example is shown below.
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spec¡al processor load module. consequently, any addition to this

same partitioned data set (e0S¡ is quite impossible. Secondly,

usuaìly most of the system data sets are given a purge date. This

makes it impossible to write anything on the data set without special

operator intervention. (The operator has to type rr,00, 'U' I on the

console to permit writ ing on a data set with an expiry date. ) Thirdly,

and most importantly, the system programmers responsibìe for main-

taining MPS are usuaìly averse to aììowing users to modify the MpS

I ibrary. Because of all these reasons, it is much more convenient to

concatenate a user PDS to MPS ìoad module I ibrary.

The I inkage between FORTRAN programs and the MpS controì

program is for the most part achieved through a number of assembler

subroutines which can be cal led by the FORTRAN programs.

There are two types of data transfers that are possibìe between

a FORTRAN program and the control program. They are as follows:

l) CR (Communications Region) cel ì transfers, and

2) Array transfers.

CR cell transfers are direct in-core transfers. A CR cell is

a constant whose properties are defined in a region caìled Communi-

cations Region. A communications Region is a permanently resident

(i.". always in the core) region of about 1500 bytes. This region

contains definitions and storages (oc's) for aì I of the variables

used by aì I the MPS procedures. Actual ly, communications Region is

a large macro which is pulled in by MPS from the system macro I ibrary.
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The name of the CR I îbrary macro ïs MPSCR. Thus a communications

region can be seen to be an unexecutabìe chunk of code, accessibìe to

the user. ln the F0RTRAN sense Communications Region is a TBLANK

COMMONr. Any individuaì CR cell can be accessed by the user by using

the GETARG subroutine. lf a F0RTRAN program contains a statement:

:

cALL GETARG (COSr, NRoì¡'S)

RETURN

END

and the control program is:

PRoGRAM ( 'ttO',)

F0RTMAIN (XpUnCr, XM)

PEND

EX IT

then, in the variables C0ST and NROÌ,JS, the F0RTRAN program has access

to the value of the objective function and number of rows respectively.

The corresponding subroutine for changing or initiating values

of CR cells or control program variables is PUTARG. A control program

variable may be a Define Constant (0C) wfrich has been set to zero in

compiìation of the controì program, but a calì to PUTARG wiìl reset the



vaìue. For example, the programs:

FO RT RAN "i
cALL PUTARG (zO.O)

:

RETU RN

END

PGM

wnirr ('r¡ Rst vALUE=, , vAR)

F0RTCHNG (Vnn)
Ì,JRITE ('STCONO VALUE=I, VAR)

EX IT
Dc (ro.o)
PEN D
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CONTROL

wil ì g ive the fol ìowing output:

FIRST VALUE = ì0.0

SECOND VALUE = 20.0

The second type of data transfer which READCOMM makes possible

is the Array Transfer. This is a mass transfer. The only restriction

to be observed is that, with some of the routines of this type where

a whole vector is retrieved, the user must make sure that there is

enough core avai ìabìe to store the enti re array. For example, to

retrieve an array of m rows and n coìumns compìetely, the core storage

VAR



would be given by

The data transfer that takes place under READCOMM can be

undertaken only with the arrays filed in Communications Format. An

array can be fiìed under Communications Format in two ways. They

are as fol lows:

l) Data String: this format contains one coìumn as follows:
D

R0ì^/l C0Ll
ROl,/lC0L2

C = 8''. (M + n) + 4 :k ¡¡ :! n bytes
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R0ì/lc0LN
R0\^/2C01ì

ROl,/2COLN

Ro\^/NC0L I

nOWruCOlr'l

The first column has an index of zero, and does not count in

the number of coìumns. The second column has a default name rDr.

2) Tabuìar: this format contains as many rows and as many

col umns as the fi ìed array, as foì lows:

VALUES



Roh,l
RO\./2

R0l'JN

Before every array, an array is fi led which gives information

about the subsequent array. This array is known as the ldentification

Array and has I row and 20 columns. The names of the ldentification

Array are the same as the names of the MPS procedure which files it.

The row name is TIDENT'. The 20 columns have names and contents as

COL ì
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foì lows:

Name

I ) METHOD

2) TARGET

3) STATUS

c0L2 COLN

4) r NTERNo

5) FUNCT I ON

Lenqth of Element

4 Characters

4 Characters

4 Cfra racte rs

6)

7)

8)

DATANAME

PROBNAME

R0l^lS

4

4

ILPI

rMlNr or

INFESI -

INOPTI -

Digits

Digits

Con ten t s

IMAXI

i nfeas i bl e

non-opt iona I

¡0PTM'- optionaì

I terat ion number

0bject ive funct ion

Value - feasible

Sum of infeasibiìity

- infeasibìe

Name of data deck

Name of the problem

Number of rows

I

I
4

Characters

C ha racte rs

Digits



9) coLUMNs

I o) oBJ

II) RHS

I2) PARAMVAL

I ¡) PARAMRO\,J

ì 4) cHRotn¡

I s) PARAMcoL

r 6) cHcoL

r z) BoUNDS

ì 8) RANGES

I g) FLAGS
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Digits

C ha racte rs

C ha racte rs

Digits

Cha racte rs

Cha racte rs

Cha racte rs

C ha rac te rs

C ha rac te rs

Cha racte rs

Characters

4

I
B

4

I
8

B

Number of col umns

Name of objective

Name of RHS

The value of scaìar
parameter in parametrics

Name of parametrized row

Name of change row

Name of parametrized
co ì umn

Name of change column

Name of bounds vector

Name of ranges vector

rNONE' - no FLAGS

' I NCL' - no EXCEPT

'EXCLI - EXCEPT

RHS pertu rbat i on20) PERTURBN

I
I
8

4

Most of the arrêy transfer subroutines refer to the identification

array and retrieve the information from the appropriate coìumn. After

a reference to the identification array of a particular array, the file

is not repositioned to the next array. The fol lowing subroutines are

provided by READCOMM to manipulate the references to the filed data.

I ) ARRAY:

4 oisits

This subroutine positions the file to the next array on the file.

It initializes the READCOMM to read the data contained in the array.

For this reason, ARRAY must be cal led before any other array-reference
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subroutines. ARRAY establ ishes the logical relationship between the

MPS files and the device numbers (FTxxFOOl) with which they are re-

ferred to in the FORTRAN programs. An integer argument of the routine

returns an end of file value of 'l' and other values for different

modes of the array storage. The number of the columns and the array-

name are aìso returned as an integer value and an 8 character name.

More information on this and subsequent subroutines can be obtained

from the Read Communications Format-Program Reference Manual (7).

2) CoLNAM:

This subroutine transfers the column names and the attributes

of the data contained in the fiìed array to the calling FORTRAN

program. The fi rst argument of this routine is the device number

which is the same as the subroutine TARRAYT. The second argument is

a one-dimensionaì array. Each element of this array corresponds to

one column of the filed array, the first coìumn of which is considered

to be the coìumn of the row names. The vaìue of each element is set

equal to 21 3 or 4 depending upon whether the column contains single

precision, double precision or alphamerìc data.

3) VECTOR:

This subroutine can be used to transfer a row of eìements

from a tabularly filed array to the F0RTRAN program. The array must

be fi led by rows. The fi rst argument is the device number. The

second integer argument is set equal to l, 2 or 3 by READCOMM, depend-

ing upon whether the end of file condition is raised, the array is
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not fi led by rows, or normal completion is reached, respectiveìy.

The third argument is a vector into which the values are returned.

4) ELEMNT:

This subroutine transfers a single element of a filed array.

The array could be filed as a data string or tabularly by the columns

or the rows. The first argument is the same as the previous routines.

The second argument, an integer is set equal to l, 2,3 or 4, depend-

Ìng on the end of the file condition, single precision, double pre-

cision or alphameric data. The row name and the coìumn names are

suppl ied as the third and fourth arguments. The last argument returns

the val ue of the el ement i n doubl e prec i s ion.

5) cLoSE:

This subroutine dÌsconnects a fi ìe used by the F0RTRAN program

and makes it available to an MPS job. A closed file should be

ASSIGNED to make it avaiìable to the control program. The only argu-

ment is the device number.

6) GETARG:

This subroutine, described earl ier, performs straight data

transfer from any user accessible location in the core to the F0RTRAN

program. The core locations accessible in this fashion are, some of

the Communicat ion Reg ion cel ì s, defined constants in the control

program, etc.

7) PUTARG:

This subroutine is the counterpart of GETARG for the transfer

of data from the FORTRAN program to the controì program.



3.2 MARVEL PROCESSOR

MARVEL is a language for matrix generation, data processing,

report writing and file maintenance. lt is a subsystem of MPS and is

written in rF' level Assembìer. The MARVEL system consists of two

phases:

l) MARVEL preprocessor, and

2) MARVEL execuror.

The MARVEL preprocessor anaìyzes the MARVEL programs for syntax and

produces an object deck. This object deck is then executed by the

MARVEL executor.

Basical ìy, the MARVEL language is oriented toward manipulating

data in tabuìar arrays. The MARVEL language consists of a set of

statements for dynamicaì ly aì ìocating storage, manipulating numeric

and alphameric data, fil ing, and retrieving and updating data. lt

a I so performs i ts own i nput/output.

3.2.1 MoDE 0F EXECUTt0N

6z

The MARVEL executor operates in an interpretive mode. This

mode of execution al lows flexible array structuring. The MARVEL

executor is designed to produce data dependent execution. As a

result of this, it is possibìe with MARVEL to delete the regions of

object code which are used and no longer necessary, to make room for

additionaì data.

The preprocessing phase of MARVEL does not generate machine

ìanguage instructions for each source statement; rather, it scans and



reduces each individual

executor then executes

genera ì ized subprog rams

3.2.2 MoDE 0F SToRAGE
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statement to an internaì notation. The MARVEL

one statement at a time through a series of

wi th i n the executor.

MARVEL stores data only in

PR0GRAM, MARVEL has no faci ì ity to

Al ì variables must be expressed as

i s as foì I ows:

¡!

COLUMN

OF

R0u/

NAMES

The contents of an array can be either alphameric or numeric.

The type and length of the array contents can be specified in the

array decìaration statement. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the arrays

can be either fi ìed as two-dimensional arrays or one-dimensional.

V/hen one-dimensionaì, an array is known as a data-string. A data

string has one column and any number of rows (ìess than 32767).

3.2.3 ARRAY REFERENC ING

the array form. Unì ike CONTROL

handle in-core single variables.

arrays. The layout of array-storage

ROI,J OF COLUMN NAMES

An element of an

row-name. MARVEL stores

array is identified by its column-name and

the array, by rows, either in the core or on
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a direct access fiìe, depending on the array size and avaiìable core

size. VJhen an element of an array is referenced, ¡t is automatically

retrieved from the core or the disk, as the case may be.

To reference an element, the name of the array, aìong with the

row-name or column-name is 8 or fewer characters in ìength. lt may

be alphameric or numeric. A typical reference may be:

(4, RNAME, CNAME) = lo.o

This type of reference is known as Symboì ic Reference.

A pecuìiar feature of MARVEL is that the row-names or column-

nêmes must have been defined before a reference to that ìocation can

be made. Therefore, when initial ly reading in the arrays, the row-

names and coìumn-names must aìso have been read. For instance, a

typicaì READ statement and its associated data would be:

FORMAT FMTì, DATA 3 (WA¡

READ, FoRMAT FMTt, DATA $ì $2 (A,$1,$2)

:

0000000, 000000020000t 050

This wil ì read A(1,2) = ì050. The zeros in the data card

are shown only to denote positions and are not required in an actual

data ca rd .

The reason why row-names and column-names have a ìength of

8 characters is that MARVEL is designed to be coordinated with MPS,

and in MPS all rows and columns have 8 character names. ln actuaì
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practice, one may not want to use the character names of the rows or

columns in a MARVEL program, but may want to reference array eìements

by the sequence number of its row and coìumns. This can be done by

what is known as Absolute Reference. A Typicaì absolute reference is:

(n,z3,4lo) = (x,510,57)

Here the array eìements have been referenced in a FORTRAN-l ike fashion.

There are two other types of references that are possibìe in

MARVEL. These are as follows:

I ) I ndex i ng symbol reference.

2) Muì t ¡val ued symbol reference.

An indexing symboì is denoted by an asterisk foìlowed by a

digit, e.g., 'kl , ,'1023, and so on. trr/hen an indexing symboì is used as

a row or a column name, it results in the execution of the statement

over the entire row or column range. For instance:

(4,''.¡,CNAME) = ì0.0

wilì set all the elements of the array rAr in the coìumn rCNAMErequal

to .l0.0. This type of referencing is known as lndexing Symbol Reference.

An indexing symbol reference may occur more than once in a

statement and more than one index symbol may be used. For instance,

consider:

(A,'',1,'t2¡ = (8,'t¡,t,2) + (C,'t2,'t¡¡

This statement is equivalent to the fol lowing F0RTRAN statement:

D0 to J = l,NcoL

DQ lo | = l,NRo\^/

ì0 A(l,J) = B(l,J)+c(..1,t)
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The order in which the statement wilì be executed depends onìy

on the left to right order in which the indexing symbols appear in the

statement. (Actual ìy, there is a method by which a statement could

be made to execute in any particuìar order desired.)

A Multivalued Symbol Reference is made when the row-name or the

col umn-name i s ent i rel y om i tted. For i nstance:

(n,,cotrunm) = lo.o

This is somewhat 1 ike the rAsterisk Referencer in PLl. The correspond-

ing PLI statement would be:

[ (;t, COLNAM) = ì 0.0 ;

this will set alì the eìements of the column TCOLNAMT in the array rAr

equal to ì0.0.

The difference between multivalued and indexîng symbol refer-

ence is that the statement cannot be meaningfully executed if a multi-

valued symboì reference is made at more than one place in a statement.

This is not true in indexing symbol references. The indexing symbol

reference and multivalued symbol reference represent two of the most

powerfuì features of MARVEL.

3.2.\ TYPES OF MARVEL STATEMENTS

There are eíght different types of MARVEL statements. They

are, brieflyr ês foììows:

I ) Storage Aì I ocat ion: th i s type of statement def i nes a rrays

and allocates storage either in the core or on the direct access file.

VJhen expl icitìy specif ied, the al ìocation wil I be performed entirely
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on the direct access fiìes. The number of rows and the number of

columns specified in the storage al ìocation statement can be exceeded

at the cost of a reduced retrieval efficiency. The storage al locat ion

can be dynamic and, therefore, can be made to be data dependent.

2) Arithmetic 0perations: ln this type, standard F0RTRAN-

ì ike arithmetic operations are performed, with the exception of expo-

nentiation. A symboì manipuìating type of FUNCTI0N statements also

come under this class, in that some arithmetic operations can be

easily performed in this mode.

3) Program Fìow Control: Program flow control statements

control the sequence of execution of the program. The statements are

standard FORTRAN-like branch control such as lF, G0 T0 and so on.

The fundamental difference between MARVEL and other high level

ìanguages is that the MARVEL executor operates in an interpretive

mode. Consequentìy, the program can branch to onìy the subsequent

statements. This comes about because as each statement is executed,

it is discarded. Hence, âñy previous statement cannot be referenced

by a subsequent statement.

The only way to get around this is to use a special branch

statement, such as rG0 BAcK T0'. This statement makes it possible to

branch back to a previous statement, provided the previous statement

is in the same D0-loop as the statement branching to ¡t. This is a

direct result of the fact that MARVEL always stores all the statements

between the start and end of a DO-loop in an internal system array

called the fDO array. The facil ity of branching back is considerably
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restricted by the fact that a D0-ìoop in MARVEL may not contain more

than 25 statements. The constra ined branching faci I i ty i s one of the

major drawbacks of MARVEL.

4) Subprograms: MARVEL has a facîlity to call subroutines

just I ike F0RTRAN. All MARVEL subroutines are stored in an internal

array form. 0ther than for this, the concept of a subprogram in MARVEL

is the same as that in FORTRAN.

5) lnput/Output: MARVEL can handìe its own input and output

in two modes. The formatted mode is similar to that in FORTRAN. The

only difference is that the FORMAT statements, when no longer needed,

can be deìeted or ERASED, thus freeing the core. The second type of

input/output statements is known as TABULAR staternent. Here, arrays

can be read and written in a prespecified format. This prespecified

format is specified, not by the user, but by the EXECUTOR. The

advantage of using TABULAR READ or WRITE statements is that the

execution of these statements is considerably faster than the formatted

input/output ('ORTA') statements.

6) Array Fi I ing and Retrieval: The statements în this class

perform mass data transfer to and from the direct access storage. This

type of statements is excìusÌvely used in connection with the arrays

stored on disk files.

7) Array Maintenance: Any numeric or symbol ic manipulation

of data stored on direct access files can be performed by this class

of statements.
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8) Matrix Operations: ln MARVEL matrix operations can be

performed on the arrays stored in the data-string form. Two types of

staternents, in combination, perform the matrix operations. The

operation to be performed is specified in an OPERATI0N statement.

This statement has, as its parameters, a pre-operand array, a post-

operand array and a result êrray. Three more parameters specify the

preci se transformat ion. The CALCULATE statement performs the matrix

operation defined by the OPERATI0N statement. Any number of OPERATIONS

can be defined. usual ly such matrix operations are of the sumbol

manipuìation type, but by an imaginative use of 0PERATI0N statement

some fa i rì y soph i st i cated man i pu ì at ions can be performed. The MARVEL

manual (5) cites an interesting example of matrix inversion with the

0PERAT I 0N statement.

3.2.5 INTERNAL MEMORY MANAGEMENT

lnternal memory, in MARVEL, is composed of two pärts. The

first part is the I imited high-speed core storage. The second part

of the internal memory is a set of contiguous tracks on a direct

access device, viz: 2311. This di rect access storage is assigned for

use by MARVEL by a DD statement whose DDNAME is rovERFLO\^/r. A typical

DD statement would be:

/ /¡4pS2.0VERFL0t^, DD UN tT=231 I , SpACE= (Cyl ,5 , , C0NT I G)

An appreciable increase in the execution time results by the

mere presence of the OVERFLOI^/ DD statement. I'/hen the MARVEL executor

is invoked all of the internal memory is marked avaiìable. Once the
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execution has begun and the memory has been aìlocated, two techniques

are used to record which parts of the internal memory are still

avai labìe for use. The high-speed core storage is divided into a

number of blocks. Each block has a header label which states the

size of the block and whether ¡t is available or not. For the direct

access storage, a separate in-core dictionary mêintains simi lar

information. Thus, at al I times, MARVEL executor keeps track of al ì

available storage.

MARVEL has a speciaì technique for servicing the requests for

core memory. The requests for internaì memory are a result of the

user creating an array or adding to an existing array. Upon a request

for core, MARVEL fi rst determines if sufficient contiguous core storage

is avaiìable to satisfy the request. lf there is, the request is

satisfied and the allocated block is removed from the available core

storage pool. lf a large enough contiguous block is not available to

satisfy the request, but if there are a number of smaìl blocks which,

in total, would satisfy the request, then MARVEL packs all the small

blocks together forming a contiguous bìock. Aìthough caì led rpacking',

the process is actuaìly equivalent to shuffl ing the information from

one core block to another.

lf there is simply not enough core available, then MARVEL

performs a search for those arrays which have not been referenced very

frequently. lt then packs such arrays onto the secondary direct access

storage and makes availabìe the high-speed core storage. For each

array, MARVEL maintains a figure of merit which keeps it informed about
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of the internal

3.3 SEPARABLE PROGRAMMING

Separable Programming is one of the most powerfuì features of

MPS. lt is a technique for solving a certain cìass of non-linear

programming problems. A Separabìe Programming problem is one which

can be expressed in the following form:

ut il izat ion at

core management

7t

any time. This optimization feature

makes MARVEL a very powerful processor.

0pt imize:

where either F. or G.. or both are non-l inear functions of X.. Each
J r) )

F. and G.. must be piecewise differentiable in the ranges of X. wherej -¡j - c ' J

an optimum is expected to I ie. Both F. and G.. must be separable
J IJ

funct i ons .

Subject to:

n

-\'_L

j=l

Actual ly, the problem, as stated above, i s most general . I n

actual practice, only some of the F-¡s and r¡j't may be non-linear.

The bas ic principle behind Separabìe Programming is that al I

n

T

j=l

rj '* (*¡ )

a,j '" (xj)

non-linear separable functions can be expressed as a number of linear

functions and then the Simpìex Method can be appìied to this linearized

problem. The mathematical method of performing this is described

beì ow.

i = I,2r...rfr
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Separat ing a Non-ì inear Funct ion

F igure J .2

Consider a function of one variabìerX', as shown in figure

3.2. Further, suppose that the opt¡mum value of the objective

function is expected to I ie in the region:

Now, ìet the range (xo-Xp) be divided intorpr, not necessarily

equal, intervals and let 'Xk' be a set of variables, such that

These variables are referred to as separable variables.

Each 'Xk' is an rassociatedr variable at the kth interval.

lf we decide that any 'Xk' can be either r0r or 'l', then the value of

rX¡ at any grid point will be given by:

0< Xo<X<Xp

0< x. < ì.0k- k = l r2r...rp



where DXt =

At th i s poi nt, the

where DYt
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Xo
p

+I
k= ì

This analysis

The same logic can be

problem. The original

0ptimize:
z

the length of kth interval.

vaìue of the function will be given by:

DXO ''' XO

Yo
p

+I
k= I

Yk*r - Yk

takes into account one variabl e, viz: rXr.

appl ied to aì ì the variables in the orig inaì

non-ì inear problem can now be expressed as:

DYO ''. XU

Subject to:

n
\'
L

j=l

and

The non-ì inear constraints in the problem can be I inearized

in the same fashion as the objective function.

When all the DYn (j)'r are known, th¡s is a straight ìinear

programming probìem, which can be solved by standard MPS. The only

d i fference between th i s probl em and the standard I i near prog ramm i ng

problem is that all the separable variables must take the values of

0<

x(j)

vo(j) +

p (j )
\'
IJ

k=l

p(j)
, DYk(i) 'k xk(i)

K=l

k = I ,2r...rp(j)
j = l r2r...rî

xk(j ) J= l 12r " ' rn
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zero or one. These constraints are indicated by special MARKER cards

in the COLUMNS section of the input data.

Usual ly, data preparation for a separable programming problem

is a tedious job. This is the direct result of the fact that alì the

separabìe functions in the objective function have to be broken down

in ìinear pieces. Generalìy, this can be done quite easily with a

FORTRAN program which can be used to create a temporary file, to be

read by MPS.

ln a number of jobs run to test separable programming, it was

found that the resuìting optimum soìutîon was only a ìocal one. This

is an ever-present danger in non-l inear programming. One way to avoid

this might be to set all bounded variables at their upper limit.

This can be done automaticaììy by setting the switch XSETLB to +.l.0.



CHAPTER 4

MPS - ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE

As described in Chapter 2, the mathematical programming system

basical ìy comprises two steps, viz: MPSI and MPS2. These comprise

the DDNAMES for the two master routines, calìed COMPILER and EXECUTOR.

This chapter attempts to describe the individuaì organization of the

two master routines and the I inkage between them.

4.t

COMPILER converts a source program in CONTROL language to a

Machine Language Control Program. The convers ion is accompl ished by

the compilation and not the interpretation. This difference imposes

the condition that not aìì of the Machine Language Control Program can

be accommodated at the same time in the core. Consequently, not more

than a singìe 4OO byte segment is brought into core at one time.

C0MPILER accordingly generates the object code in segments of 400

bytes. Although this does slow down the compilation somewhat, it is

stiìì faster than having an interpretive routine in which one could

presumably discard every statement after it has been executed. The

reason for this is that an interpretive routine has to store ê lot

more pointers and no back references can be al ìowed. Compi lation,

therefore, seems to be a better overall method than interpretation.

Unl ike the ì inear programming procedures themselves, the

75
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syntax and the logic of COMPILER are independent of the application.

This aìlows any type of appìication to be made compatible w¡th the

I inear programming procedures by incorporating external procedures.

This was discussed in more detail in the chapter on READC0MM. Apart

from this faciì ity, COMPILER has a unique mode of handl ing the global

constants. A global constant is one which is referred to by more than

one MPS procedure. Every statement in the control program generates

Ìts own constant (OC's) which have to be accessed by all of the 400

byte segments. lt would, therefore, be very inconvenient Ìf a constant

defined in one segment is required in another segment not present in

the core. COMPILER solves this probìem by separat ing the associated

constants from the segment. lnstead, all the constants associated

with aìl the segments are sequentially pooled in a separate contiguous

block of the memory. This block of memory is permanentìy resident in

the core. This avoids any'pagingr insofar as the gìobaì constants

are concerned. Unl ike the global constants, the ìocal constants, i.e.,

the constants included in a controì statement itself, are included in

the 400 byte segment itself. Such constants are, typical ly, toler-

ances in lF statements, predetermined time constants in the statements

checking the elapsed time, and so on.

The master routine of the COMPILER handìes the overlaying of

the three compile¡.phases. (tn Operating System, this is analogous

to Linkage Editing.) fhe three phases of the compiler are CPHI, CpHl l,

and CPHI I l. The accompanying figure (4. ì ) shows the strucrure of the

compiler overlay tree (tt¡.
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The primary function of the master routine (cal led TCOMPILER')

consists of three stages:

ì) To initial ize the root segment of the compiìer overlay

tree by loading the subroutine MESSAGE. This subroutine handìes

outputting of aìl the system messages on the output devices, SYSPRINT,

SYSABS and SYSPUNCH.

2) To al locate the area for the internal tables of the

compi ìer by fetching sufficîent core. This essentiaì ly consists of

generating GETMAIN macro and the appropriate I inkage.

3) To cause the orderly execution of the three phases of the

compiler. This function closely resembles that of the I inkage editor

in Operating System.

ln addition, the master routine aìso controls the condition

code (to b" subsequently tested by EXECUTOR). As mentioned before, the

three phases of the compiler are coordinated by the master routine.

The three phases of the compiler work as foììows:

4.1.1 cPHl - Compiler Phase I

The major function of compiler phase I is the generation of a

pseudo-object code. This pseudo-object code is in the form of a homo-

geneous string of unambiguous eìements. ln addition to this string,

CPHI also generates the symbol tabìe and a table of literals. This is

ìike DCrs in an assembler program. This function is achieved in six

d i st i nct stages. These are as foì ì ows:

l) lnit¡al ization: This stage essential ìy consists of
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retriev¡ng a source controì statement and generat ing an

statement number for further ident i ficat ion.

2) Recogn izer: I n th i s stage the statement i s

identifiers, numbers, character I iterals and operators.

are scanned from left to right and when any of the above

entities are recognized, recognizer branches to the appropriate sub-

rout ine. Upon return from the subroutine, the scan is resumed. This

process is continued untiì the end of the controì statement is reached.

3) ldentifier: This is a subroutine which idenrifies the

symbol s.

4) Number: This subrout ine handles the numericaì constants

encountered in the controì ìanguage statements.

5) Character Literal: This routine handles the I iterals in

the statements.

6) Operator: This routine estabì ishes the operator elements.

The last four routines actually generate the pseudo code of

the string of eìements. The cPHl requi res three external tables ("s

shown in figure 4. I ). These tables are as foì lows:

l) CPCR: This is cal led as a table of communications region

names. lt contains the names of various communication vectors aìong

with their dispìacements and an indicator of the type of the cR cell.

2) CPPROC: Contains a I ist of procedure names.

3) CPSYMC: Contains the system macro names. lt is this

table that requires updating if any user v\,ritten macros are added to

appropr iate

scanned for

Statements

ment ioned



MACLIB (macro I ibrary).

tabl es.

\.1 .2 cPH I I - Comp i I er Phase 2

The main function of the

appropriate machine instruct ions

compiler phase l.

BO

These tables are known as

The CPHI I reads in the homogeneous string of elements developed

by CPHI. This string is essentially a series of elements, each with a

given pair of weights. Every element has a left weight and a right

weight. rlleight' is an integer number associated with each element.

V/hen the work string contains at least I elements, the left weight of

the first element and the right weight of the last element are compared.

lf the ìatter is less than former, then another element is added to the

I ist. 0therwise, the appropriate symboì ic instructions are generated

for the I ist. The ìogic behind this technique is somewhat nebulous

but can be explained as fol ìows.

Starting at the first element, the left weight of the first

element can contain a number of symbolic instructions that can be

generated in one fetch. The right weight of each subsequent eìement

contains the number of symbol ic instructions to be generated for that

particuìar element plus the sum of the right weights of the previous

elements in the I ist. lt is logical, therefore, to generate the

symbol ic code when the right weight of the right most eìement equals

the left weight of the left most elements.

compiler phase 2 is to generate the

from the pseudo code generated in the

the decì arat ion
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After scanning the output of CPHI, CPHI I branches to any one

of the l8 different macro-generating routines. Each one of the

sect ions performs the act Ìon i nd i cated by the spec i f i c operator

element, and develops a unique internaì macro. This internal macro

is input to the (ìast) instruction generation section. The instruction

generation section expands the internal macro into the appropriate

set of the symbolic instructions. Thus the main function of CPHII

can be seen to be assembl ing together required macros. ln performing

this function, it has access to the internal tables generated by CPHI.

4.1.3 CPHlll - Compiler Phase 3

The main purpose of the CPHI I I is to repìace the symbol ic

code generated by CPHII by a machine code which is only in terms of

the base and displacement. ln doing this, CPHI I I establ ished the

addressabil ity for the machine instructions.

As each statement buffer is processed, CPHI I I stores its

address and the highest statement contained in the buffer. Subsequently,

the executor makes use of this address to fetch the required buffer.

CPHlll has an access to all the tables generated by CPHI and

CPHll. Execution of CPHlll, as that of CPHI l, is controlled by the

return code passed by the previous phase.

4.2 INTERNAL TABLES USED BY THE cOMPILER

Al I three

tabl es . They a re

phases of the compiler make use of four types of

as fol ìows:
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I ) Decl arat ion Tabl es : These a re the tabl es generated by

CPHI and used by CPHI I and CPHI I l. The declaration tables are

accessible to the user as non-executable subroutines for the purpose

of impl icitly defining specific names. This allows the user to pull

in a set of def ine constants (0C's).

2) Decision Tables: Phase ì of the compiler uses these

tables for the purpose of character recognition. \^J¡th these tables,

phase I can in a single instruction recognize a specific character.

This group actually contains five such tabìes.

3) Data Tabl es: These tabl es prov i de the comp i I er i nfor-

mation about syntacticaì operators. The operators can be divided

i nto three cì asses.

a) Pseudo Operators: PEND, MACR0, MEND

b) Reìational and Boolean 0perators: LT, GT

c) Verb 0perators: MOVE, MVADR

The data tables which suppìy the information about the

operators are of two types.

I ) Expans ion Tabl es: These i nd i cate the set of mach i ne i n-

structions that each operator eventuaì ly generates.

2) Tabìe of Operators: This table indicates

a) lnternal value of the operator

b) Left va I ue

c) Right val ue

d) Number of parameters
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e) Act ion address

f) Address of expansion skeleton.

Using these data tables, compi ler can pul ì in equivalent

machine instructions for any operators it comes across in the controì

p rog ram.

4) Transitory Tables: This class of tables receive and supply

information deveìoped by the compiler at compilation time. There are

four types of transitory tables:

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fixed point table

Fl oat i ng po i nt tabl e

Cha racter ì i tera I tabl e

Symbol tabl e

tabl es conta i n the va I ue , i n te rna I

each of the variables encountered

Each of these

(eventual ) of

4.3 EXECUToR

The second step of MPS is calìed an EXECUTOR. EXECUTOR

basicaìly is a loader for the Machine Language Controì Program (MLCP).

The necessary overlaying of all the subroutines is performed by the

executor. The main function of the executor is to read, reìocate and

transfer control as required by the Machine Language Control Program.

Under certain circumstances, EXECUTOR executes the statements of the

MLCP.

Apart from these basic functions, EXECUTOR performs the

foì lowing anci I lary functions.

code and the address

in the control program.
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ì ) Stores subrout i ne MESSAGE, wh ich i s an output rout i ne

used by all I inear programming procedures for data sets SYSPRINT,

SYSABS and SYSPUNCH.

2) Stores TIMER, a subroutine referenced by aìl the I inear

programming procedures to retrieve elapsed time.

3) Stores addresses of these routînes into the Communications

Region.

ln addition to taking care of system files SYSPRINT, SYSABS

and SYSPUNCH, EXECUTOR generates I inkage, through routine lNlTl0,

necessary for aì I non-system fi le device al location. Since at any

moment in time EXECUTOR is working with only one segment of each of

MLCP, the constants (OC¡ area and the communication region, it aìso

does a I imited amount of storage allocation, sufficient for these

three regions. This area of memory remains permanently resident and

is used to communicate the status of the problem from one procedure

to another.

The operat ions performed by the EXECUTOR on the contents of

this area constitute its major functions. As mentioned before, these

funct ions a re:

l) Load and relocate segments of the MLCP generated by the

COMPILER. This means generating pointers from one segment to another

and storing starting addresses of each segment.

2) Search for and load the proper Machine Language Controì

Program when a transfer of control occurs or a demand takes pìace.
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3) Load and reìocate the CR, the DC buffer and the statement

buffer d i rectory.

4) Store routines to execute control statements of verb type

and hand ì e any user procedu re ca I I s .

5) lnitiaì ize MESSAGE and TIMER subroutines.

6) lnitial ize the cal I ing sequence.

The last function of these requires some explanation. The

EXECUT0R initial izes the cal ì ing sequence when a procedure cal I is

made to the userrs program. Generating the caì I ing sequence means

generating the list of addresses of the parêmeters in the userrs

procedure. The I ist of addresses takes the form of a set of DCrs with

the provision that in the address of the character ìiterals, the left

most byte will have the length of the character literal (less than

127).

A typical cal I may generate a sequence of Define Constants

as foììows:

LA I,PARMLIST

LINK EP=USERPROC,MF=(E, (I ) )

B NEXTSTMT

PARMLIST DC F'O4I 4 PARAMETERS

DC A(PARMI) nddress of Parameter

DC A(PARM2)

DC A(PARM3)

DC A(PARM4)

NEXSTMT

I

2

3

4
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ln this fashion EXECUTOR generates the cal I ing sequence and

makes avaiìable to the userrs procedure, addresses of the parameters

within the procedure. Userrs procedure is responsible for saving al I

the registers upon entry and restoring them on return.

This, in short, is how MPS works internaì ly. There are some

more fac¡l ¡t¡es available which establ ish the relationship of MPS

with other processors but documentation for this is not yet available.



CHAPTER 5

DISTRIBUTION PROBLEMS AND PARKING LOT ASSIGNMENT

Distribution problems are a class of problems which are often

encountered in the practical appì ications of I inear programming.

Appì ications of distribution problems are common in the warehousing

and shipping industry where the objective may be to minimize the

costs invoìved in transporting the commodities from a number of

sources (warehouses, pìants) to a number of destinations (retaiì

outìets, warehouses, etc.) subject to the condition that al I the

demands must be satisfied without exceeding the suppl ies avaiìable

at various sources. Schedul ing of jobs in the machine-shops involves

another type of distribution probìems, viz. the assignment problem.

Here the problem is to maximize the operationaì eff iciency by allo-

cating different machinists with varying efficiencies to different

tasks so that each task is performed and no machinist remains idìe.

A variant of this problem occurs when the objective îs to minimize

the total setup time in a machine shop where a number of jobs are to

be performed on a number of machines and each job can be performed

wi th vary i ng setup t imes.

5. ì CLASSICAL TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM

87

s ta ted

demands

The basic principle behind al I distribution problems can be

as to alìocate a number of I imited resources to a number of

whiìe minimizing a cost function or maximizing a prof it
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function. The majority of distribution problems have the fol ìowing

form:

I ) There are 'm' sources or orig ins.

2) At each source, a specified suppìy of a commodity is availabìe.

3) There are 'n' dest i nat ions.

4) At each destination, a specified demand for the commodity exists.

5) The cost of shipping a unit from each source to each destination

is known and ¡t is constant with respect to the number of units of the

commodity shipped.

The problem is to determine the optimum shipment al location f rom

each source to each destination, so that the totaì shipment cost is a

minimum. This is known as the classicaì transportation problem. Mathe-

matically, it is expressed as follows:

Let :

C,, = Cost of shipping one unit from source
rJ

x..
rJ

4..
¡J

= Quant i ty sh i pped f rom the sou rce

The probìem then is:

Minimize

þ.. =rJ

Amount of commod i ty ava i ì abl e at the source ' ¡ '

Demand for the commodity at the destination 'j'

Subj ect to cond i t i on s :

x.. > 0rJ -

mn
= II

¡j

ri'

ril

to the dest i nat ion 'j '

to dest inat ion ' j '

rJ
x..

rJ 5.1

5.2
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I
j

)(.. = a.tJ I

m

I
I
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[.. =
rJ

I t can be seen that:

l) There are (m '', n) variables (X,,'t).
rJ

2) The objective function Z is ì inear with respect to X.-rs.

3) The constraints 5.ì thru 5.5 are I inear and the total

number of constraints is (m + n - l), since the ìast constraint (5.5)

can be shown to be a I inear combination of constraints 5.3 and 5.4.

Thus, it Ìs obvious that the classicaì transportation problem

is a linear programming probìem and could be easily soìved by MPS.

General ìy, the transportation probìems are not solved by I inear program-

ming techniques because of the fact that the size of the work matrix

(matrix of cost coefficients) increases very quickìy with the number of

sources and dest i nat ions. Another reason i s that the I i near prog rams

for transportation problems usuaì ly result into a considerable amount

of computing time. Aìso, for transportation probìems of large size,

the input preparation for an equivalent ì inear program is usually a

very cumbersome task.

A number of techniques have been developed for soìution of the

mn
I a. - I b.
irjJ

b.
J

i = 1,2,3,,,.,fr

j = .| 
,213r...,n

5.3

5.4

5.5
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transportat¡on problem. Al I of these techniques take advantage of

the special mathemat icaì propert ies of the transportat ion matrix.

(One of these rspecialr properties is the property that a transpor-

tation problem always has a feasibìe solution, provided the sum of

demands is equal to or less than the sum of the suppl ies.) tfre

fol ìowing are some of these techniques:

I ) Stepp i ng stone method.

2) Modified Vogeì method.

3) Decompos i t ion method.

4) Primal dual method.

The proofs for these methods can be obtained either from

Hadìey (l) or Dantzig (e). The ìast of these methods is generally

considered to be the most powerful technique for the solution of

transportation problems. This method is programmed in PL/l by the

author. A I isting of the program is included in the appendix A

under the name rTRPTr. The original algorithm was obtained from

Bayer (S).

5.2 PRACT I CAL CoNS I DERAT I 0NS

The transportation aìgorithm, as stated in 5.5, assumes that:

mn
X a. = I b.
irjJ

This condition usual ìy does not hold in the pract¡cal appl i-

cations. VJhen the equaì ity condition is not satisfied, the transpor-

tation model is said to be unbaìanced. Theoretical ìy, (i.e.
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anaìyticaì ly) there is no way to solve an unbalanced transportation

problem except by I inear programming. Practical ly, the problem is

rather easily soìved. V/e simply add either a dummy supply row or a

dummy demand column with their leveìs equaì to the inbaìance and with

a unit cost equal to zero. Thus for a transportation problem with

totaì demands greater than the totaì supplies, the dummy supply wiìì

be given by:

It is equaìly easy to create a fictitious demand column if the totaì

supply is more than the total demand. After creation of such a dummy

supply or demand column, equation 5.5 is now satisfied and the transpor-

tation modeì becomes balanced. Practical ìy, this results in creation

d. - ddummy m+ I

of an extra supply which satisfies the

which absorbs the excess suppìy. Since

demand or supply is zero, the objective

n

I
j

b.
J

this technique.

ln the soìution, an allocation will be made to these dummy

suppl y or demand vectors. Pract icaì I y, such aì locat ions are to be

ignored. For exampìe, if a particuìar destination receives a part of

its requirement from a dummy source, then it onìy means that this

destination does not get all that it requires, since the dummy source

is fictitious. The same anaìysis appl ies to the demands.

The second probìem commonìy encountered is that of incompatible

squares. lf it is impossibìe to transport the commodity from the

m
_\' ^L A..t

I

excess demand or an extra demand

the unit cost of the dummy

function is not affected by
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source'¡'to the destination'j', then usually, C.- can be set equal

to infinity and the program wilì then set zero aìlocation to that cell.

A situation ìike this occurs when the path between the source r¡r and

the destination 'j'may not exist or when it may be known in advance

that the distance (cost) between the source and the destination con-

cerned is so ìarge (as compared to other distances) that no allocation

is possible.

Two different methods can be used to handìe the reverse

probìem, i.e. one where a particular destination must receive its

shipments from a particular source. ln the first method, the costs of

shipping to that destination from any other source are set equal to

infinity. However, this is not desirabìe ("ìthough easier to program),

since ¡t increases the number of infeasibil ities in the solution.

Consequently, the program wiìl take longer to reach an optimum solution.

The second method is to remove this destination aìtogether from the

transportat ion matrix and subtract its requi rement from the appropriate

row from which it must receive its shipments. This method reduces the

problem size and makes execution faster. The onìy disadvantage is

that the logic involved, although deceptiveìy simpìe, is fairìy compl i-

cated to program.

ln the program presented in appendix A, the problem of un-

baìanced suppìy-demands is handled automatical ìy. The second problem

which is not too common in the empirical appl ications, has been ignored.

The reason for this is that the program is aìready so large in terms

of core size that no core would be left for the extra logic required



to handle this problem.

5.3 CLASSICAL ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM

The cìassical assignment problem is closely related to the

transportation problem. The problem can be stated as fol lows:

ì) There are 'n' jobs to be performed.

2) There are 'n' facil ities that can perform each of these

jobs with different costs. 0nìy one job can be assigned to a facility.

3) The cost of assigning ¡th facil ity to jth job is C.-.

The problem is to find the best possible assignment of n

faciì ities to n jobs so that the total cost is a minimum. l^/hen

expressing mathematicaì ly, it is customary to state the problem in

the fol ìowing form:

l) There are n;k n variables (X¡j, i = I to n, j = I to n).

2) Each X.- can take values zero or one.

3) lf the ith facil ity is to be assigned to the jth job

then X.. is one, otherwise it is zero. 0nly one job can be assigned
rJ

to a facility.

4) The cost of assigning the ith facil ity to the jth job is C.-.

The problem ¡s to find vaìue of each X.- (i = I to n, j = I to n)

such that the total cost of the assignment is a minimum.

Symbol ical ìy:
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Minimize

Subj ect to the cond i t ions

nn-xr
ij

n

I
¡

rJ

x..
rJ

n

-ç
j

x..
rJ

x..
rJ 5.6



and

The condition

assigned to a

one X. . can be
rJ

I inear if the

5.6 arises from the fact that only one job can

faci I ity and therefore in any row or column of

nonzero. The assignment problem can be shown

last constraint is written as:

x..
rJ

9\

or X.. = I
rJ

Thus it can be seen that the assignment problem is an optimizing

problem with I inear objective function and non-ì inear constraints.

the assignment problem can aìso be shown to be a particular case of

transportation probìem, when ¡t is expressed in the form:

X?.
rJ

= X..
rJ

Minimize

Subject to the constra ints

(i = ì,2r...,ni j = 1,2,...,n)

be

x..
rJ

to

nn
=XI

ij

only

be non-

and

This is the same as the transportation model

c.. >! x..IJ IJ

a.
I

b.
_t

Even then, i t does not become

the integral nature of X..rs.
rJ

n

I X.. = ì

ì lJ

n

I
j

But

the

X.. = I
rJ

j = l r2r.",î

I = l rLr...rfr

of equat ion 5. I with

i= lr2r...rî

j = ì r2r'.'rfr

a ì inear programming problem because of

It is best to consider the assignment
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problem as an integer programming probìem akin to the transportation

p rob I em.

Although this theoretical discussion makes it appear that the

assignment problem can not be solved by the I inear programming

techniques, actually the problem is solved quite easily by a procedure

known as the Hungarian method. This method is based on the fact that

if a constant is subtracted from any row or any column of the cost

matrix of the assignment problem, the value of the optimum cost of the

objective function changes, but not the soìution. This can be proven

as fol ìows:

Consider the originaì problem:

Minimize

Subject to the condition

X.. = 0 or
rJ

Subtracting a uniform quantity 'Q' from the cost coefficients of the

I ir I g ives the problem in the foìlowing form:

nn
-F\'_LL

rJ

nnn
Minimize I - I (ci,j - q) ,. Xi,j * I I t,ì

j |t - r'J ¡+¡, j tJ

subject to the same constraints as the original problem.

This is the same as:

C.. 'l X..IJ IJ

X.. - I i=
rJ

M in im ize

112r...rtri j = l r2r...rñ

n

-\'_L

j
ci,j ', x¡,j - Q 't

:k x..
rJ

n
t
j

X¡' j *
nn
I I C.. 'k X..
i+i ' j 'J rJ
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Thus, it is obvious that the optimaì cost of the objective function

is reduced by Q but the soìution remains unchanged. The Hungarian

method is based on this principle and a compìete proof may be found in

Kaufmann (tO¡. The method has been programmed in F0RTRAN lV by the

author, and a I isting of the program is included in appendix A under

the name 'ASSN'. Some modifications were made to the standard Hungarian

method to obtain a better starting solution. The program has been

tested on practicaì problems and was found to be about 2.5 times faster

than an equivalent I inear program.

5.4 APPL I CAT I 0NS

M in im ize
nn

=IX
¡j
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Cij '* X¡j - A

Appl icat ions of both the transportation and the ass ignment

problems have been numerous. ln addition to those mentioned earl ier

in this chapter, appìications have been discovered in the fields of

transportation of grain from the farms to eìevators, assignment of the

mil itary bases to different regions of a country, etc. Hadley (ì)

cites an interesting appl ication of the transportation probìem in the

food processing industry having a number of plants. Appl ications are

being explored in different fields and at the University of Manitoba

only recentìy a joint transportation study for an inter-province,

muì ti- industry mul t i-commodity production schedul ing was undertaken

by the Depa rtment of Econom i cs and Depa rtment of Ag r i cu I tu ra I Econom i cs .

(since
n

I
j

Xi,j = l)
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5.4.1

At the University of Manitoba, an interesting appl ication of

both transportation and assignment problem was discovered. The appì i-

cation not only util izes both the problems, but aìso from a practical

point of view, performs a very tedious task. The problem is as fol lows.

There are about 20 parking lots at the University of Manitoba,

Fort Garry campus. 0f these, 10 lots are available for student use

and the rest have been reserved exclusively for the use of staff.

The l0 lots available to students have in total about 2000 parking

pìugs. The number of students requesting pìugs is about 3000. These

3000 students come from about 50 different faculties. Every year

an administrative staff of about 8 people handle the appl ications of

the students (for the plugs) and assign each student one parking pìug.

The students submit a mult¡ple choice for the ìot in which they wish

to have the plug. The administrative staff tries to take into account

the student requests in assigning the plugs and the lots. Obviously,

some students have to go without plugs. The criterion in assigning

the plugs is on a first come first serve basis. The entire process

of assigning pìugs takes more than one month.

After a study of the existing procedures of assigning plugs,

it was decided that this appl ication could be converted to an as-

signment type distribution problem and programmed to perform the

annual al location. A prel iminary study of the programming requi rements

was performed at this point and the transportation and assignment

routines (expìained earlier) were found to be adequate to handle the
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transportêt¡on-assignment model developed for aì ìocating the parking

plugs.

5.4.2

The model is developed as follows.

Consider a typical university parking lot system with I lots

and ì0 faculties. ln figure !.1, the lots are denoted by Ll, L2, L3

and faculties are denoted by Fì thru Fì0. The totaì number of students

in l0 faculties is, say 1000, and each parking lot can accommodate a

certain number of students. The number of parking ptugs may or may not

be equal to the total number of students. The problem is to assign the

Basic Parking Lot Model

Figure l.ì
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park¡ng plugs to the students so that the

al I the students from thei r plugs to thei r

This aìlocation wilì be called the Optimaì

description of this model now fol lows.

Let:

I

j

m

= Variable denoting a lot.

= Variable denoting a student.

= Number of lots.

= Number of students.

= Number of plugs available in the lot | ¡ r.

= Number of pìugs required by the student 'j'.

S i nce each student requ i res on I y one pl ug, b, = I .
J

= The distance walked by the student 'j' from the lot ri'

to his faculty.

total distance

faculties is

allocation.

ê.
I

b.
J

c..
rJ

waì ked by

a minimum.

A mathemat i cal

x..
rJ

= Ass i gnment va r i abl e, def i ned as :

X,, = I if the student 'j' is assigned to the lot 'i I

rJ

f,.. = 0 otherwise.
rJ

Therefore if the student 'j' is

distance walked by him from his

Since there are only ai plugs in the lot

ô-r-v= u.. ^ ^..IJ IJ

assigned to the lot I i I then the

lot to his facuìty will be given by:

5.7

n
5'

j
X.. < a.tJ - |

li', we

l= 112r"'rm

get the cond i t i on :

5.8
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b, = I, we get the second condition:
J

From equations 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9,

stated as:

m
\'vL 4.. _
t lJ
I

Minimize

Subject to the cond i t ions:

b.
J

mn
rr_LL

rJ

the optimization problem can be

c.. >k x..t) tJ

and

n

I X..
j 'J

j= lr2r"'rn

This model will minimize the totaì distance walked by all the students

from thei r lots to thei r respect ive facul t ies. The model i n the stated

form is very similar to the classical transportation problem except

for the fact that the constraint 5.10 makes it an integer transportation

problem. But since most transportation algorithms assume integral ity

of the transportation matrix, th¡s does not present any special diff¡-

cuìties from the programming point of view. Thus, this problem can be

readily solved by the program TTRPTT included in appendix A.

5.4.3

A further compìexity arises because of the large size of some

< a.
I

m

x
I

x..
rJ

x..
rJ

5.9

i= lr2r...rfr

or X..
rJ

j = l r2r...rfr

5. ì0



of the pa rk i ng

of the parking

from the lot to

a simpìe I ìot

ìots. The model, as

ìot itseìf is smaìl

the facu ì ty. Th i s

system.

l0l

o.

deve I oped ,

compa red to

is not true

A
N

assumed that the size

the distance walked

for many lots. Cons ider

Parking Lot System with Large Lots

Figure 5.2

ln this system there are three ìots Ll, L2, L3 catering to two

faculties (the lots may serve many more faculties, but onìy two are

shown). Further assume that the various dÌstances are as fol lows:

L2

Lot

LI

LI

L2

L3

Facu ì ty

FI

F2

F2

F2

Distance in feet

280.0

320.0

280.0

3r0.0
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The distances are measured from the center of a lot to the center of

a faculty. From these distances, it is obvious that students belonging

to the faculty F2 will be assigned to the ìot L2, since the program

minimizes the total distance walked. But taking a look at the actual

ìocations of the lots and faculties, it seems more ìogicaì to assign

the students of facuìty F2 to ìot Ll wìth the provision that they be

given the pìugs at the east side of the lot. Simiìarly, the students

in faculty Fl should be ideally assigned to the east side of lot 12.

Since the originaì model takes into account only the distances from

center to center, this type of alìocation may not always be performed.

Thus, a facuìty which may be very near to a relativeìy long lot may

be considered as being far êway by the modeì. The reverse problem

may also be encountered in practice. Here a facuìty may appear very

near to the ìot but because of the entrance restrictions the effective

distance between a student's pìug and his faculty may be considerably

more. The model in its basic form is not capabìe of handl ing these

d¡fficulties. lncidental ìy, each of these drawbacks is also present

in the present manual aì ìocat ion procedure.

5.4.4

To partiaì ly offset such effects of macro-aì location, a second

model was developed and solved subsequent to the first anaìysis. lt

performs a secondary allocation of the plugs after the first allocation

of the ìots is made. Thus, the first model assigns the students the

ìots and the second model assigns the plugs in each lot. The cost



mat r ix in

center of

model the

pl ugs to

the first modeì

the lot to the

cost mat r ix i s

the facuì t ies.
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is made up of the distances walked from the

center of the facuìty, whereas in the second

made up of the distances walked from individual

The model is developed as foìlows.

Secondary Al location Model

Figure 5.3

Consider a parking lot in which the primary al ìocation has

been performed by the transportation routine. Now further assume that

this particuìar ìot serves three facuìties, and accommodates, sêyr

2!0 plugs. The distances of the faculties from each of these 2!0 plugs

are assumed to be known. The problem is to assign the plugs to 250

students so that the total distance walked by aìl the students belong-

ing to this lot is minimum. This al location wil I be caì led an Optimal

geco¡dary a ì locat ion. The mathemat i ca ì descr i pt ion of the modeì now

fol lows.



Let:

¡

j

n

c..
rJ

Var i abl e denot i ng a pl ug.

Variabìe denot ing a student.

Number of plugs avai labìe in the lot.

Distance waìked by the student 'j' from the pìug '¡'
to his faculty.

r04

x..
rJ

Therefore, i f

walked by him

= Assignment variable, defined as:

X,, = I if the student 'j' is assigned to the plug '¡ |

rJ

f,.. = 0 otherwise.
rJ

the student 'j' is assigned to the pìug, then the distance

f rom lot to his facuìty wiìl be given by:

d - C,.'k X,. 5.llIJ IJ

can be assigned to only one student, the assignment

have onl y one nonzero el ement in each roì¡,, or coì umn.

conditions:

Since one plug

mat r ix X. . can
rJ

This gives the

and

n

T
j

n
v

¡

and *,j = 0

From the constraints 5. I I

stated as:

X.. = ì
rJ

X.. = l
rJ

Minimize

or X,, = , U.'UrJ

thru 5. I 4, the opt imi zat ion probì em can be

l= lr2r"',n

nn
= I X C.. 'k X..ll lJrJ

j = l r2r...rñ

5.12

5.13
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Subject to the cond i t ions:

and

and

It is clear that this is the classical assignment problem and

hence, can be readiìy solved by the program TASSNT included in appendix

A. \,/hen this type of secondary analysis is performed for each lot,

one can be fairìy confident that the resulting totaì allocatîon shouìd

be nearly optimum. The reason for using the word Inearlyr is that,

conceivably, the whole probìem, i.e. the first and the second model,

can be treated as a composite assignment problem where a plug-by-plug

and student-by-student analysis is carrÌed out. l,Jith the present

computer capacities, it seems impossible to soìve an assignment

problem of the size, sêy, 2000 by 2000, because of core ìimitations.

The transportation and the assignment models were designed,

programmed and impìemented as a major part of this thesis. Both these

models and the system as a whole were tested for the University of

Manitoba parking lot system. The pertinent data were as foì lows:

l) Number of students = ì000

n

I
j

n

I
I

x..
rJ

x..
rJ

X.. = 0
rJ

I_

or

1,2,.'.rn

X.. = ì
rJ

j = l r2r...rî

2) Number of lots = ì0

3) Number of plugs in each lot - varies from 42 to 240

4) Totaì number of plugs = !40
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The distance data were obtained from the student records which

indicated which faculty each student belonged to. The ìocations of

different facuìties and lots were obtained from the University of

Manitoba map (ì969). After knowing the facul ty a student belonged to,

the distances he had to waìk to reach each ìot were calculated from

a simple tabìe-look-up procedure. To simpl ify the table-look-up and

to reduce the distance calculations, the lot-faculty distance matrix

contained a large value for those ìot-faculty combinations which

seemed practicalìy infeasible. For the second modeì, the additional

data required were the distances of individual plugs from various

faculties. These data were required for each ìot. Since caìcuìation

of these distances was a tedious task, onìy those plug-faculty

distances were calculated for which the al locations seemed feasible.

The entire system \^,as run on the IBM 360/Model 65. The computation

time required was 60 seconds for the first (transportation) pass and

25 seconds per ìot for the second (assignment) pass. The totaì time

for all ìots, therefore, was about 3.l0 seconds.

The input preparation for this system was an extremeìy cumber-

some task and therefore was compìeteìy performed by the computer itself

from the raw data. Computerized input preparation necessitated ad-

dition of two input/output routines to the system. These routines are

called I INRT' and r|ASMNr respectively and are incìuded in appendix A.

The routine INRT prepares the input for the transportation program TRPT.

The routine ASMN is a main program which calìs the assignment program

which is a subroutine. The basic flow chart of the entire system is

shown in figure 5.4.
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5.4.5 DESCRIPTI0N 0F TNPUT

The major raw input prepared by the clerical staff is the

student file. This file contains, for each student, the following

information.

I ) Name

2) License number of the car

3) Facul ty

4) Address and telephone number

TherDistance File'shown in the flow chart (f¡gure 5.4) was

used by the routine INRT to create a temporary disc file. The distance

file actuaìly contains the distances from each faculty to the center of

each lot. Reading in these distances and the faculty each student

beìongs to (from the student fiìe) INRT builds up a temporary file

which contains the distance walked by each student from each lot to

his facuìty. This temporary file is calìed a'Transportation Filer in

the fl ow cha rt.

Accepting the transportation fi le as input, the routine TRPT

performs the primary aì location. Primary al ìocation is output on a

temporary f ile, caìled rPrimary Al location Filer in the f ìow chart.

The primary al location fi ìe conta ins, for each student, the fol lowing

i nformat ion.

l) lnternal identification number - this number is generated

by INRT.

r08

to.

2) The identification number of the lot he has been assigned
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The primary al location fi ìe is passed on to the assignment

routine ASMN. ASMN sorts through the output of TRPT and performs a

lot-by-lot and plug-by-plug assignment of the plugs. ASMN cal ls the

subroutine ASSN to perform the actual al ìocation. After this, ASMN

passes the control to the S0RT util ity. The SORT util ity sorts out

student records on the secondary allocation fiìe (which is the output

of ASMN), aìphabetical ly. From this sorted fi le, the finaì assignment

reports a re pr i nted out .

Al ì the programs are filed sequential ly in appendix A. No

changes in the transportation or the assignment wouìd be required to

run the job under any conditions. The input/output routine INRT is

specific to the University of Manitoba, although it could be used by

any other university. The modifications requi red to suit any other

record-keeping system are expected to be minor.

The sample input for various programs is shown in appendix A.

A part of the output is also shown. The complete output was about

!0 pages in ìength and, therefore, was onìy partial ly reproduced.

Description of the input for the program ASMN is as folìows.

Th i s prog ram accepts data wh i ch g ive i nformat ion about va r ious sect ions

of a lot. A large lot may be subdivided into a number of sections for

the purpose of determining accurately the distances of the individual

pìugs from various (nearby) faculties. A typicaì subdivision is shown

be I ow.
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ln this example, section (l) of the lot serves faculties (l)

and (e); section (Z) serves facuìties (Z) and (3); section (3) serves

facuìties (3) and (4) and section (4) serves faculty (S).

ln this phase of the model, the distance of each plug in each

section from the associated facuìties is required to calculate the cost

matrix. This distance is calculated as foì ìows:

Subdivision of a Large Parking Lot

Figure 5.5

2

3

oo

Distance of the 'i' th plug from 'j' th faculty =

distance of the ìot from the 'j' th faculty -

distance of the ri I th plug from the center of the lot +

distance of the 'i I th plug from the nearest entrance of the ìot.

Determining these three components is a fai rly straightforward

but extremely tedious task. This part was also programmed, but as can

be expected is ìocation-dependent. ln the routine ASMN, the fi rst
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component is read from the distance file and the rest of the two

components are determined from the fol lowing input data:

ì ) Lot number.

2) Starting plug number in the section.

3) End plug number in the section.

4) Number of faculties served by the section.

5) 0ffset - which is defined as the distance of the starting

pìug from the center of the lot minus the distance of the starting

plug from the nearest entrance.

6) Section ìength in feet.

7) Facu I ty numbers , one per ca rd .

A sample deck for lot number 4 is shown in appendix A. The

¡ nputs for other ìots woul d be s imi I ar.



CONCLUS I ONS

A study of Mathematical Programming System constituted a major

part of this thesis. MPS was found to be a relatively efficient

system for solving a wide range of I inear programming problems. The

documentation for MPS was found to be abundant but not aìways easy to

understand. ln particuìar, one of the important features, viz. se-

lection I ists, was found to be inadequateìy documented. ln fact there

is room for some suspicion that this feature does not function as well

as it is described. The same could be said about the COPY command.

The author has met with I ¡ttìe success w¡th this feature.

At this point it seems that the standard ì inear programming

techniques incorporated in MPS are fairìy well described in the program

description; but those features of MPS which are used by an advanced

user couìd stand some cìarification. One other part which this study

discussed is the use of non-l inear programming techniques within MPS.

This part was found to be working satisfactorily but manuaìs alone do

not give adequately simple description of the technique. Communi-

cations Format subroutines were found to be adequate and in general,

the FORTRAN-MPS interface was found to be smooth.

The investigation of the speciaì processor MARVEL showed it

to be a powerful facility, hampered by some not-so-powerfuì re-

strictions. 0n an average, the users of MPS did not seem to be very

much impressed with the performance of MARVEL, but this could be

attributed to I imited amount of exposure to the processor. MARVEL

tì2
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also did not seem to be overly compatible with FORTRAN or any other

high level language. lt is hoped that future versions are more com-

patible with FORTRAN.

It may be emphasized that if enough disc storage is available,

the MARVEL processor couìd be used to solve the problems involving

large arrays. Dynamic storage al location and the abi I ity to extend

the core storage to the disc storage were found to be most vaìuable

features of MARVEL. These two features of MARVEL aìone seem to be

well worth the effort of ìearning the MARVEL ìanguage. Aìl the same

it is reaì ized that programming efficiently in MARVEL is somewhat

d ¡ f f icu I t .

ln the fieìd of distrÌbution problems, a parking ìot model

was formulated and programmed. lt was found to be capabìe of being

soìved with the transportation and the assignment routînes, in a

reasonable amount of computer time. The formulation of the problem

was found to be easy and the resuìts (test alìocation) were obtained

readily for the University of Manitoba parking ìot system. A com-

parison between the computerized and the manuaì allocation h/ould have

been desirable, but lack of data prevented this. lt is hoped that

this system wilì be implemented on a regular basis in the near future.

Some further refinements b,ere made to the original parking

lot model when the project was near completion. They are included in

appendix B. Due to insufficient time avai labìe, these refinements

could not be incorporated in the existing programs.
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ïRPT¡J';6li
Ttì PTCiiT{i
TRpT¡li_ìg{'j
TFPTÜÌ-ìçTJ
TF,FTI-r1{lÛr
TËPTI]110
TRPT{)I2I)
T t1P T il l3ü
TRPTì]14{J
T F FTÐ 15IJ
T F.PTIJ T6{:
TF.FTi]I7Û
TRT)T1,II8C
TRPTTlç{;
ÏF.PT,i}2û|",
TRPTi]21ü
TRPT{}22ß
TFìFTii2.3tl
TIîPTtr2¿rtr
TF PTÛ25fI
TF.PTT2ôC
TF.pTÌ27i:l
T RfrT328tl
Tp,FT'J29r'l
rFPT;3ÖO
Ttì PTii31fl
ïF pT *321
TRPTìJ33I,1
TR PT*347
ïtìPTrr35i:,
ïFPTi:i3ó,*
TF. PTÙ37Û
T RPTÛ38C
rRPTt3clû
TÉ PTii4ilf
TRPTiI¿¡1fi
Tt PTtl¿'2iÌ
T Ft P ï,)4 3{:'
TFìPïû¿¡4.0
TR.FìTil¿+5t;
TFTPTt/j-6n
T RPT.]4 7*
TFpTt4.8n
T F FT *rr9e
ïtrPT)5t){)
TRPTilSfl:,

BT NIÂ, RY

Bf l,,lAPY
Bï f\!A iìY
BT Fì,'',RY

n i:C l; M'a L
D FiC:i: 14/\ L
Di:C;t MÀ L
DËCiiMqL
B til\nllY
DIC]iMJ\L

Blt l\i,t\ RY
BIiT( I )

9

t
?

I
t
9

F:{Xí:D{1.51,
FIXE:D(15)y
FTXËD{I5}I
FJ.XFü(15},
FL0l"\T{15}r
f-ixËD(2)r
FLÜÂ,Ï(Ió}¡
FL0ÀT{16)r

FïXå:D(31)e
FL0J!T(lô) y

FjÍXËD(31)r
t



Dt-i '"i = I TC \4 ;
C(:rrN) = *1": ;
Ftrn;
B {¡l} = 5,Ut\4¡\ - SLI\48 ;
Ët'lt-ì ; i:15Ê lF SUMi\ < 5Ul'1ts -TfìFltl I-.iÜ ;

sl.lrlTcH = I ;
i\4=¡4+1;
DCJ-1TO\;
C(l'lrJì = -"1.'¡ ;
::liU ;
A { t',1) = StJl¡B " SUI'IÂ i
EÀiN

BT CT.:
GFr FriLË{1NP.JT) L:iST{liçJrS',ftrRf;} ;
C { ;i eJ ) = STQ¡.i:ì ;
GTI TN B,\CK i
PRnCI--DtJFìË ;
LSVJ = LSV(Jl ;
DC T = LSV{Nl} Tt-r LSVJ BY ^I ;
L*c{T + l) = LS(T} ;
Ë¡iD;
NNT-JTO\;
LSV(T) = LSV(T) + I ;
EI,ID ;
L5(LSV.I + 1 ) = ìt ;

ì::NU :i r\i ;
: FF.CÇÈTDURË;
LSVJ = L,SV(Jl ;
Dtì J = LSV(J - r) + I T:l LSVJ ;
\.F L"S{TI = J THi¡N DC ; S - T ; CO ÌI]

118

Í Ntll ;
DCT_JTO\;
L:\V(T) = L-SV(T) - 1 ;
i:t)D ;
LSVJ = L:V(N) ;
Dtl T = 5 TO LSVJ ;
LS(T) = L*c{T + l) i
It'.]D ;
END LìUT;

1ÀRT i
llc J = I TtJ \ ;
Dtlì[=ITtì)4;
liF C(lîrJ) = l"{! Tl-lEl.! C,(1rJ) = :il\ËIl'ljTY
lF c(TrJl = - 1o0 Tl-lÍl.l c{tirJl = 0.r ;

ËliD ;
il\.lD ;
/\'P,fDUCf CnST þllLTRlX BY D'iViD:iNG BY l(
f = C / ln ;

Dü 'Î = 1 Tl Pì ;
IriLV(1,) = (Ì - rì * N ;
U)CJ=li0N;
X(luJ) = 1"il ;

T Iì'PTil5 2 ü
TR PTD:;3{)
TlìPTi)!ro¡
TRpTi550
TIìPTil56fJ'
TFPT}'7C
TPPTiI5BT
TRFTi]59IJ
T F PTftÉ:1,-tü

Tl" FTii6 li.r
TÊFTOó2{.I
TFrPTiló30
TFìpTi.ló4ü
TF,FT"Jó5ß
T RPTÜ667
TFìFlTûó7(.r
ïFt-.Tû68fl
TRPTN69Û
T tì P T'i,.7{.1fl
TRFTI]7IC
T I.. PTÜ7 2 N

TFiPT*73Û
TÊ.PTü7¿r0
TRFTIJT5C
ïtlPTO7ó{.1
T t-l.PTil7?{)
T Fì FTú787
TF.PTri79ç
riiPTlsü$
TFirT',381t
IRPT,ri82fi
TF PTÜ83{-,;
TË flTu.84.il
T rì PT085û
TFIPTiJ"'86ß
TFìPTi]87Õ
TII.PTi]BEO
TFiFTi.lS9t
TF,PT{içON
TFPT;191,0
Tl'\PTliç2fi
TRFTT:)93T]
T F Fïr,194C'
TIì.PTÜ95N
T R PTÐ96ü
TRFTü97i:
ïRFTrì98(i
T Fì. P TiJ9 9Ç
T F,F,T 1{.rillj
Tfì.PTli"itir
T R.PT II2il
TF.FTli}3Û

::^

!çLSË

TN RITÀ:¡.I,IiCCUR.{\CYI'/



ËNID ;
Ë À! T\j._ !\. Li I

LS{il) rL\V(il) = {ìLì ;
UCJ=i.T0\;
L:STV{J} - 1 ;
LSV{J} = C'ß ;
Ítìn ;

ViiluÉ = f ;
Gt,'=fl;
Dr:rï-1_T0\4;

l{ = "li Þ,ìFl l',1,1 TY ;
DilJ=1ïCNl;
llF C{1eJ} < l-l THËN H = C(ÏsJ} ;
[:t\tl ;
DD J = 1 Ïfl f! ;
C:iJ = C(:iuJ) - H i C(irJ) = CJ:J ;
TF Cil J = I THËNì D0 ;

L.l,STV{J) = {-i ;
[\LVT = l.lLV { i{ )

NIL(i\LVìl) = J
rND;

ill\ID ;
vALUË = H * '\{,i} + V¡,L|.JE ;
cñìrì
L-lil 9

D0 J = 1 T0 \ ;
ìl F L:i STV ( ,., ) r= | 'ì'HËi\,j

11.ç

Lrn ;
l--l = :(NFTN!:lTY i
DCJ=tTtlM;
:F C{l?J) < l'l rHi:\l
FND;
n0 '{ - I Ïc 14 ;
C.{ J = C{;'Jl ' H ;

.iF CIJ ='l THËN tlll

i:t\i¡ ;
V¡.\LUË

¡: ¡.rn
'-.I Lt / I

ñND ;
DC'l=1.
,Àl =.A(l()
D¡ U = (ï
lF ¡,iî - fì
J - NL{t-l)
BJ = ß

ïF BJ a=

+

I

T [ì P 1 ]. ,1¿rû

TRPTlli5fì
TRPT I,l6ü
T r..pT lß 7fi
ïFpTti:€'{ì
TRPTIi]90
TlìFTll'1fi
TFFI'1110
TtìPT112û
ïFPTll3C
ïRpT114i)
T FiPT 1I5A
TF.PTIló.7
TF.IJTIITC
TFIPTIISfi
TÊPTlI9fI
TF.PTL2{:{:
T R ÊT I21Û
TRfTTL22T;
TtTPTI?3r".i
ïFìPTl2¿¡l
Ti\PTL25n
TRPTL?.6{
TRPTT2T*
TiiPTI2BN
TRPTTZ9ü
TRPTI3ÛTI
TFPT131Ð
ïRPTt32*
IFPï'133[")
TFPTLS¿rü
TRPT T35O
TFIPTl36C
TRPTL3Tü
T RPT I 380
TR PT I 39N
TF pT l4üA
T fi t-'T 14. 1û
TF,PT L4.27
1F P T L43{)
TF.PTT4+N
TÊPT1¿l5C
TFFT}4&'i
TRPTL4lT,T
TËPT14-8ü
TF.PTL49I)
TRFTl5ilI
TRPTl51f.'
TRPTLSz{,
Ttì.FT f 5 3f,
TtìPT154ü
TF.PT 155N

I ; NLVtä) = [tlLVI

i-l = C(I¡Jl

t(1eJ

NiLV i ?

¡1¡ ( \lL
IND;

*.F(Jì + V¡,LUÊ ;

Tn r.4

; \L
l)

THTI,I
!

(Jl ;
C T.l[:

) = Ci.J

hiLV{ï i
VllI = J

;
V:I

)i<

GÜ

rN]D i

= hlL.V(I) ;
I\ + 1 T] NLVÏ i

TÜ NIXT;

t

NI DN;
þ = fl'I ; f F 3J
È.I = 3,ii - H ; B{J}
ËNID i

t\LV{I} + I ;

Tl-lËi'lH=BJt
= BJ - H; CÀLL

X(1,J}
Il'l ;

=þl



T: S(:t )

ET\I D ;
: jiF GD =
a.

t-)C J = l.
v-{rt\-L.q

Dtl'{ = 1

GIï) = C,

f F ,û,{:(}

12t

= ¡',\r ; GD = GD + i,ï ;

T T.IFN GO T3 56 ;

TD \ ; R{J) = O ; üND ;

TCI 14 ;
I

a= l-1 T l-lEN Dti i( = K + I î LISTU{K} = li ; G{Ï}
Ël'.lD ;

EI\D
SL

DC

DT
J-
:F

9

l"J=lTû
LTSTU(U}

$ = (ï
NL(S) ;

R{Jt = CI

K;
; NLVT = NLV(lt ) ;

l] * l,l + I TD NLVÏ i

THtlt! D0 ;
R(Jl - I ; L = L + 1 ; LTSTV{L}
TF 3{J} > CI THFI\ GII TC S4 i
rNI] ;

F NID

çttD
ÏF
DO

J=
DN

ir

I

9

l=0ïH!.
V=lT{:l

L1:5TV(V)
$ = LSV(J
LS(S) ;

G(ï) = l)

\G!T055;K-ni
L;
; LSVJ = LSV(Jì ;
- T! + I TD LSVJ ;

E I,ID ;
:Àrñ,-t\tJ t

IF K - n TH[\ GU T0 55 ; i:LSf G0 Tt S33 ;

H = B(J) ; P = J
RK: ! = R(J) i
IF J = TNI-:(I\JITY

ÏHËN DC;
G{I) - J ; K = ( + L ; LTSTUtKI
END:

= ]{NF'NÏTY

TIMP = X(ïrJ) ;
T F TFMP

i: J = P ; B(Jt = B{J} I
iL: T = R{J) ; XIJ = X{IrJ)

:1F Xl J = S T:lENl C SLL l{l\l ;

J = G{l(} ; 1F J = INFfNiT
XIJ = XtTeJ) = X(IrJ| - H

TF X3J = n TlfN CÀLL nUT
GO TN RFI ;

TRFT 156N
TRPT157L.
TRPT I58N
TR PT 1 59R
TRPT16TIJ
TtlPT16ICì
Ï R PT L62*
TF.PTI63T
TF.PT16Érf)
TRPT165{)
TRPTlóóT}
TF PT 167ß
TRPTl6BÜ
TRPT 169N
TF PT I7ÜÛ
TF.PT171T}
TF.PTL72{J
TfìPîtl3r:)
T R PT l7¿iC
TRFTTlSÕ
TRPTIT6Õ
TrìPT177fi
TRPT17Bfl
TRPT179f]
TRPTlSTJA
TiJ,PT IB 1O
TRPTIS2O
TRPT 1830
TRPTIS4{)
TFPTIB5O
TR PT 1 B6fl
TRPT18?{i
TFPTlSBC
TF,PT189O
TF.FTI9NT
TRpTl9ln
TRPTL92{:
ïRpTt93û
TR.PT194N
TRPT195T
TTì F.T I96fr
TRPTT97CI
ïRPT 198rl
TF PTI9SC
TFFT2OCIÜ
T F PT ?TI{i
TRPTTTJ?(
TR PT2Ü3Cì
TRPT2flz¡fl
TF PT2N5N
TRPTZfl6Û
TRPT2ß?C

I

J - G(II i
THËN DO;

rF A{rl
ãNt n?- t\t-, 9

(=
DCJ

0;L-N+l;
= 1Tü \;

MP ; GÜ TO IVIÀRK i
å A(T) = ¡.(f ) H ; GD =
; X{TrJt = XitJ + H ;

Y THFN GO TC S31 i
9

;

GÛ TT] F.E i

GD H;



ïF R(Jl = n THFN D0 ;( = K + 1 ; LTSTV{K} = J ;
ËNfl; [LS[ Dtr;

L-L.};LÏSTV(L}=Ji
ËNJD ;

ENN;
þJ = I NIF: Nll ïY ,
D0 ll=tTU\4i
fF G{,ï} n= C THIN D0 ;

DOS-lTOK;
J = LTSTV(S} ; CÏJ
TF CTJ
E NIñL.ttl/ 9

EI\ID ;
[:ND ;
D0l=1T0q;
ZG = G{T) n= 0 ; NLVT = {I - 1} t N

DO$=LT0 ll ;
J - LfSTV(S) ;
CTJ = C{TsJ} = C{IrJ} + H }t (-ZG} ;
TF CIJ = û T-'{lil'i Dü ;

ÞlLVf = NLVï + 1 ;
NL{NLVI} = J ;

ËND ;
ÊNID ;
DC$=1TnK;
.l = LISTV{S} ; CTJ = C{.1 çJl = C{ÏrJ)
:I F C.1J - Û THËN DN i

î\iLVï=NLVI+1;
NJL{NLVT) - J ;
Ë[tD ;

ENJN ;
NLV{I} = NLVÍ ;
FND;
VÅ,LUË = f-l )k GD + VALUE ;
G0 T0 S32 i

lF S!.JilTCH = f Tl-lËNl X(*rN) = f: ;
fLSË fF SL{ITCI-I = I THEN X{Me*l = * ;

DOJ=ITON;
TE 1,1P = 100ü ;
DCI=IT0M;
lF X(lrJl = 1 THEN Gf, TC NXTLOT ;

]F X(T?Ji > TËMP THE\I GC TÜ NXTLI]T ;
TEiqP = X{ïeJ} ;
tt 

- 
t "N-,(,s

NXTLOT:
ENIñ

TFþ1P = X(KrJ) ;
X{*rJ} - C ;
X{K?J} = TEMP i
ñNJD i

T2L

= C{lrJ! ;
CiJ ;

TFPT2AgC1
TFPT?O9Ú
TI-)FT2IilA
TRPT2II*
T F.FT 2L2ç
TRPT2T3*
TRPT2I.4{:
TRPT2I5C.
Tk PT216*
TRPTZLTf;
T F PT 2L8T
TRFT2I9C'
TRPÏz?T{i
TRPT 22I*
TRPT222rr
TRPT273Ç)
TR,PT224C
TFPT225ü
TRPT226*
TFPT?27ß
T R FT 22BT
ï RPT229(-ì
TÊ PT 23ilC
TF.PT 231T:
T F. PT 2324
T R PT2 33C
T F FT 234Ö
TR PT235Ü
TF,PT236fr
TF PT237{)
T R PT ?38Ü
TF"PT239ü
TFPT?{+Dt
TF.PT241fi
räpT24.2û
TF PT2.+3Tì
T R PT 2¿r4{;:
TF.pr?.45*
T R PT 24bT
TF.PT 247{-\
T R PT 248ü
TRPT 2¿,,9{.\

TF.PT25riCl
Ttì.pT251ri
T F.PT 25?T
TRPT253{-.1
T R.PT 25¿:.C
TRPT255fi
'f-F.PT256û

T RPT 257 A

TRFT2SB#
TFìPT259û

- i-l ZG



DCJI-ITOM;
LJ-fa.r¡ - j I

DÛJ-1TO\;
'lF X{IcJ,} -= n THËN H = þ{ + I ;
EI\D;
PUT FTLE (SYSPRTNT' [DIT{H} (COLUMNJ(5)9F(5}} ;
DCJ=1Tûl-l ;

TF X{ l,J} -= ß THË\ PUT F;ïLF{SYSPRIN}T} [DiT{l sJ}
(coLUr4N{5 )rF {51, F{5 } ) ;
rN]D;
F[]D ;
Ë¡tD TRA,tiS I ;

r22

TRpT 26ùû
TRPT 26LÐ
T F PT 26?(i
TRPT263{ì
TÊPT264.il
ï F PT 2b5t,l;
TiiPT766{;
TP.PT267fr
Ï R PT 2680
TR.FT?69N
T F.PT 27tf)
TRPT27Ifi



L23

THTS PRI'JGR.'\M ÀCC¡PTS S¡S:l¡IPUT THË üUTPUT OF THE TR,ÀNSPiIRTATÏ¡Nl
PASS ÂND I\SSTGN PlÀRl(It!G PLUGS BY US;íf\G {SSTGNMËNT ALGÜFITHM
DIl,lHN"SlCNl LOI ( 10ì rL0TNl'4{ 1û) rDiSTlg2l s À{ 245 e245N rNR0bl{ 2451v

1 NCUL ( 245 Ð nt-tf LD 1245 Þ r'llN { 20 )

D,êT¡, lTr\PI ¡ ITÅP2r ITÅP3r TTÀPzr.r IDSK/l s? ¡3 r4 s8Í
D¡,TS, L¡TNIM/ e B I 0 r t B2 ù y I B 3 Ð I 0 K t e I S ¡ I 0 L I ¡ u u L 2 e s ! M { r e R 0 ? 0 þJ 0 /
D,AT,ð HnL D e,Å. /5û27C*1 00rl0,S /
DfFTNË FTLË 3{ lSLlggE0rL?ll\lD)
RFt TND TTAPl
RFì¡Jff\D 1T¡\P2
RF;hJ.ïNID ÏTÅP 3

lND - 1

CRF.ð,TE DfRËCT È,CCËS5 STOR.Å\Gü

Dn 5 T=1r100
hJRTTF (TtJSK9.1 I ( HTìLD { J I C J= L'2451

ïTAP1 = Sûl-UTIüN FTLED BY TRANISPÛRTATI0N PÈ,SS

I T A,PZ = tlR T GI NÂL 5TUDf;\T F Ï LË
lTêP3 = FT LË C0NT.XINING DTSTA'NCfi DòTê, FÚR LtTS
Rt,{'D{ itT,AP3¡ 1î} NL0Ty { LOT{ T I rT=1 oNLCIT)
FCRM.AT { 20f ¿r }

FF014 Cô,RD RfùDER RËÅ,lJ Tl-lE l\UMBfrt? 0F THË: LCIT -Ttl BË ASSfGNËD

RFÊ,D{ 5, 1{ir LilTt',10

FROM TÀP[3 .F.Í¡iD DTSTAI\ICES

REÅ\l)( lIÀP3y 30 ! Ï l e Ï 2r l)
F0RMÂT l2,I¿r e Fl,ç" 0 )

TF{1T"LT.LÛTIIO) GN TÛ 2Û

CÛFRh"CT LOT T S PCSTT,:IONTD ÜN THË T$'PE

RFÅD( I TiIP3s3,j. ] I I s l2' D

:F{lr,GT,LUTNflt GO Tn 5n
DIST(ï2ì = tì
GÛ TO 4f}
R F,À D ( 5 

' 
6 f.' s Ë N f = 9 0 I I F C ç I F R M r T T [J j t\S RV r 0 F F S F T e DT S T N

F0Rt4AT{4T4r 2F1r,"0!
NUM = TT0 iFR¡l + I
D; LTÀ = DÏ STNJ / ilJUM

CCNSI'RUCT PLJG BY PLUG CI]ST TABLT

D0 80 T =l r NSRV
RFÀDÍ5I60} ÏFC
SUl4 = 0. n
! = DTST{ïFC}

ÀsMN,3û lrJ
ASMNi]T2A
AS Þ1Nr"tC3n

A S MNtü4C
ÀstaN.)rJ5c
ASMNtiü6C
,û SNlNO¡J7C
ASMNEO6O
A S MN',3il9 n
å S MN* 1f,n
ÀsMN,3t l0
È. s MNC r.2 ü
ASMNi)T3C
ÀSMNÛ14CI
A SMN]i]15Ü
À.sMNÐIót
ÀS l"lNü 17{)
ÀsMf\018{-1
À s MNr] 1gCI
i\ SMNü2ûfi
À -çMNO21C:
ASt'lhi*22C
,ù-c MNü23A
,{S Ml¿,32¿¡ü
A,ç MNLI2 5 Ü

,AS MNO26C
AS¡4Nü27f)
,$SMNO2BCI
åSMNlZçÛ
,À sl.1Ni!13ü{i
ASMI!ü3tn
,ù,SMN'J32fr
,s,s MNtíi334
ÀSIVINÐ34(I
À s MNit3 5n
ASMNU3óÛ
Ås1"1N{137C
ÀSMN 3Bf.
ÀsMN039C
A SIVÌN'J4Üfi
À S ÞÌNü417
AS MNü ¿r2 0
À S i',lN ¡J¿¡3 il
å s M N,344C,
ÀSt"iNtl45(}
ASl"lNi3rf6C,
A,SMN(l¿rTC
$,s N4htû4.8û
ASMNü49{i
ASMNÜ5il{i
åSMNCI51T



L24

RE,AD{ TDSK{ IFC ) ( HnLD{ J ) r J=1 c?.45 1

D0 ?û K= I FRl,l e IT 0
SUM=SUM+DELT$'
HC LD { K } =D-nFFS[:T+SUM
|dFtTË { tr DSK E TFC } { l'lûLl ( J t 'J =L sZt+51
GC TO 5T)

NL = L0T(LûT\CI
DO 11tl IFC=2r LÛINÙ
RË¡D{ TTA,PI IIlO} T\JSTS

FORM,¡ÀT{T6,2I.5)

SKT P NSTS R.üCÛRDS

D0 110 f = IrNST;q
RFÊ,D { T TÀP I, 1Cil }

RË¡.D(:TAP1'lDOI NSTS
DO 15ç TSTNLI=IeNSTS
RFLÐ{ IT,AFIs 1ûC ) Í L0Tr ISTUL)
RËÊ',D( TTÁ.\P21I+Cl I FAC
FCP.MAT{56X9T+I
RF/\Dt IDSK0 IFAC) (,ål Jy ISTNUt ?J=1 rNL)
NISTl=NSTS+1
DU l5t) J=NST1,t!L
,À(JTISTNUI = ß"0

CiT¡¡ ASST GI\MF NT ROUTI NIF

Cl\LL ÅSS I GN{ Â r NL r 1 r NRill¡J y N,lC{lL }

hlRIiT[: { 6, 21,0 }

FCRMJ\T ( I ß,ù,CK FROM fiSSN GNI,4[NT IìCUTiIÌ{Ë T

RTl^]T ND TAP EI BACK TÜ Ct-'RRËNT LOT

RII.IÏND 1:TÅP1
Dn 16fl I =2 y LITN0
RFAD(TTÂP1,1}O} II
SKTP TT Ê,ECORDS

D0 16CI J=l.eï1
REÀD{lT.å,PlrlDtl

NOh T,APf;I T5 PNS-ïTTÜ\ED TI] THE C,CF.RËCT

RTHÍND:TTÅ,P2
READ( 1TÀPI I l i)I} }

SËT RECORD CSUI\JTËR TÛ ZERO

15TIìR = f
D0 2û0 :lSTNc=lrtiiSTS
R[¡.D ( .{TÀP1g ICÊ } [ LOTI lSTUD
RñÊ.D { It T,ù,P2v I70 ì ( I Nls J=I STfiR r Ï STTJD }

,ASf"ìNù5 2n
i\ Sl\4N,353*
À S I'iN'0 5¿r0
ASMNT5SN
À5MNii56n
È,'SMN057û
ÀS MNO5 BCI

À s MNfl5 9û
A S MN.Ð60fi
r\5Mi\j0ó1C
ASþrNlü62_C
Àsr¡N,î63ü
A S ¡4NO Ó4CI

ÀS¡4NO65C
Å,sMN06ón
AS MNIió7S
ASMN,368O

^ 
çMNrriÁon

Å S MNü?NO
A S MNt¡r719
ASMìNû72G
s.sNt\î73G
ÀS þ1N'l74C
AS MN'i750
¡1S MNLl7 6 û
AS MNt'T7f-r
.ASMN,378Ü,
A 5 MN Ü790
ASMNÐ8ilT-J
ÂSi'lt\tlBlß
ÀSl\1N.CB2û
AgMN'?83f.
A S í{Nü B¿rû
ÀSMNSBSN
A.S MNilE6Û
¿\Sl,lNil87{l
ô. *CMNÙ88*
Ê,SMNOB9O
I,SMNÕ9tC
/\sMNi)91ü
ASIqNrS92G
Å S l"1Nìû 93 O

r\ s I'JNî94C
ASMNüg5G
ÀSMN,3960
A, S Þ1Nil ç7 T1

SSMN(l9Bü
Â,5 ¡4Nil99#
À SMN IflÜC,
rì.sMNltlü
À S l-4N 1i] 2 Cj

ASMNlÕ3ç

LOT



Ï STCR=T STUD
F0P,M,ò,ï(2t_ì4.4
D0 19n J=1e
TF{A(..I?TSÏN
lNi{17} = Lü
ïf\l{18} = J
t^lRITg{69I8ß
FURM,*rT(1744
GO TCI 2ßC
CÛNT1 NUE
CI]¡JTÏ NUF
CALL IXJIT
F N]D

+l
ì
NL
n].NË"l,fl)
T\M{ L3TND)

, ïN
pI4r2A4"l

G0 TO 19Õ

L?5

È\s¡,ìNL04c
A S MN I$5C,
/-rSf4Nlü6L]
ASMNlÜ7C
AS MN 1Ü8N
ÄSlvlNlû9n
ÀSþÌN I IO{:.
Ê\stv]N11lc,
A S MN TI2Ç:
$Sl'lNIl3l-r
ÀSMNll/'iû
JtrS MN I15C
ASt\,1N11ó0



L?6

SUBRLIUTjI t\1f; ÀSSll GNI { å,r Ns IFLAGr NRUhl?l\ICDL }
TIIIS PRÛGRAI"I SNLVËS CLASSTCI\L AS5TGNN1EI.ll PRI]ßLEl\'1

A IS TI-Iç D,ÀT\ MATRTX AND N TTS ,C.ïZF
NR0i.j,Nlc0L ARE T0 gE DTCLARf D IN M,å\l N PRûGR,Àiq VlIiTH DÏ MËN5ÏrlN No

TFLAG - 1 FOR ¡4iNiMI ZING"
IFLÀG = (l FûR MAXTÈ4ÏZlNlG"
D.À,T¡\ M,qTRIX Í S DESTÉDYED BY THË PPOGRAM'
ON XT T DÂT,À Þ1å TF I X A, CO\ITA T NS TI.IF SC LLJTI ON "IF A{ 3 'J} = 1 THFN Ã5S"ÎGN FACÏLITY I Tü JnB J'
Dl ¡'1FI'.IS.ï Ct'J À { \ r N ) , NIR n.,{ ( N I , NC0L { N )

LCGlCÅL F.L,ÀG

DÊ'T,iI, Ci;RCcCROSTFÊSySUMRTSUÞ1CtTfrMPC /I"CE75t*l'AE75r1,tlE-3rt]'0¡
l0"Cr-1.0875/
TF{TFLÀG.FQ"I} GT] TO 3
THÍ S PAFl'T 0F pRoGR/ltvl I S ENT[:RËD FÜR ME r!ìl PlÏ ZING.
Dnlli =lrNl
DC1..t =1çNl
TFMPR = A{llç,i}
TF {TIf''lPlì"GT"IFMPC, T.fMPC = TEI'4PR
Dû2f=lyN
Dt2J-1sN
À(:'Jl = TIMPC - A{l{çJl
SUMC = SUM nF SMALLËST ELFMENTS oÊ f;ÂCH RÛhi.
SUMR = SUFI 0F SMÀLLËST ËLË14T:NTS CF ËÂ'CH CTLLJù4N"

DCó ï = ] r N

SMÀLLR = 1"4Ë75
Sl"1ÅLLC = 1".0Ë75
NRCI^]{Tl = il
NC0L(îl = il
DC5J= I r f\l

TFNIPR = È\{ïeJ}
T[MPC =,4.{Jsïl
,{F{TfiMPR.GË.SMALLRt GI] T1 4
SMJILLR = TçMPR.
NRCI,'J(f! = J
I F ( TËMPC. Gf¡. SMÀLLC 

' 
GÛ Ï3 5

SIvI,å.LLC = TFMPC
NCIIL{f I = J
CCNTÏNUF
SUMR = SUMR, + -1MÊ,LLR
SUI'1C = SI.JMC + SMA,LLC
NrlT^J l.lE H¡rVF TC SUBTRI\CI SMÀLL[ST ËLf;MãNT 0F E'\CH Rl]'d FRÛM THAT
RO\¡,] ,$,ND SMALLËST ELE14F\T NF Ëê.CH CNLUMIi F ROM TijåT CÛLUMN"
hJHFTIIf:R I.][ Si{TULD F]IfìST SUBTR.II.CT FP.CM RCI^IS CR FRÛM CÜLUMNS,
DTPENDS CNI SUMC AND SU[4R." IF SUf'1C

FFCIM C0LUI'iNS f\ND VECË VËRSÀ.
r F {SUi\.IC"GT"SUMR } GO TO 9

DnTl! =lrN
SivllLLR = ð,(Ï r NR.CIhl{i}}
NR0W{.{ } = n
D0 7 J - I r ft

ASSNÙilTâ
ASSl\I.IO2O
A SSNCû3[
,¿r SSNÐß4CI
r\S 5hlr3t5fi
A q(l\14ìnÂf

r\SSÀl0i7t
ASSNÐû8C,
A S-q¡lcûgfj
ÀssNt10CI
ÀSSNí}11C
ASSN,rJ12ü
A55Ntr30
ASSN'C1/rli
ÀssNCI 15t)
ÅssNü16û
A S Si\r 017 fi
iåSSNÐl8tl
,àssNf,lLç{:¡
ÀSSNil2{,'T)
A:qSNÐ2lC
AS5NCZ2û
¡\SSNü23f,
ÀssN0240
ASSNO25O
ASSllî26{"1
AS5 Nil 2 7C
ASSN,i]28I'}
ASSN.ç29()
A 5 SNü3ÐL1
,ð,ssNr3rü
ASSI\_û32C,
ASSNt',J33A
À SSNÜ34,tì
¡\ss N,335S
A SS N.t 3 bü,

A S SNI'J37*
S\SSN038ß
,1,S5N{J39t
Â Ç(hiñhtlfr

,A -ç.S N0 41r,1

A, SSN A42d
ASShI'J¿¡30
ASSN{144fì
ÀSSNi.)¿r5Õ
Å SSNil46C
ùSSf'l0470.
ASSN0¿rBC
å,SSNr.j¿r90
À ss NÐ 5üß
A.SSN¡]5IT,\



TLI'IPR = A{:l eJl
TF(TËMPF.LT"À
TF(.¿\85{TEMPR}
TFlt4PP = Ç"0
A(I?.., l = TIlt4PR"
DOBJ=ln[J
SMALLC = A{i{CûL(JlrJ}
NCtlL(J) = {)

DOBÍ-lINI
TEMPC = A{IeJ} .SM,ALLC

] F { ÀBS ( TFIVÌPC I "GT. FPS ) GO TO 8
TÊMPC = C,G
f\C0L(J) = NC|]L{J} + I
NRtl,!{f } = NR hl{l) + I
ù{ïrJ} = TEMPC
GII TC 12
Dn lfl.i - 1r N

Sl'lS,LLC = A(NCUL{J } rJ}
NCFL{J} = 0
DCI|fllJ'=1rN
TEMPC = A(,ïrJl - SM¡\,LLC
ÏF(TËMPC"LT'À(leNR0N( ])) NRCWTÏ! = J
TF{,ô,RS(TFMPC}"GT"ËPS} GÍ] TO TO

TËMPC = 0.ß
A{IrJl = TEf4PC
Dn 1l I = 1 r N

SMåLLR. = l\.{lrNRÛhl(l },
NROì^J{ï} - 0
D0 11 J = 1 o N

TËMPF, = È,{T rJf SMÅLLR
TF{A]S{TFMPR} NGTNTP-q} GD TO II
TEMPIì = tJ,û
NRn!{{:() = NRlhl{I} + I
NCCL(J) = NC,f,L{J} + 1

A{TrJ) = TFt\4PR
NS = 21474S36¿t'6
D0 13 ."{ = 1 ¡ N!

lF{IJCtL{I ) uGT"ü,SND,NCûL(I }"LT.NS} NS = NC0L(I }

lF(Nf,û"d{:t } "GT"0.Å,ND"I'JRO|^J{ I } "LT'NlS} NS = NR0hl{;l }

5T¡,TiIMENTS 14 T0 26 PËRFCRM CIRCLTNG,qND CRCSSING nF ¿FR0f;S'Ir\
THË F.ËI)UCED i'lATR.TX. CTRCL:fNG ÍS DONT l¡lÏTH PRICIRÏTY TTJ THTSF IìÜhJ5

ÀND C0LUÞ1NS l¡lHn C,-l CûNTÀI \ TtlË L[ û.ST NUMBE R nF Zf R0¡;S 
"

FLLG = "Fi\LSË,D02l3J=1rN
IFLÅ.G - 1

TF{NRI]W{i}.NE.NSI GC TO 2E
FLåG = .TRUü"
DOIBJ-1st!
iF{À{lrJ},NF"C.0} G0 T0 1B
ÏF{]IFLÀG.ËQ"D} GN TO L7
f FLA,Ç = n
iF(NCnL{J}.ËQ"11 GO TO 16

NCnL{J}?J)} NCOL(J} - l.

GT.ËPS} G3 TÜ 1

S M,ô.L I R

L27

ASSNi)52t
ÀssNCI53ü
Àss Nü54ü'
ASSI',1û55ü
,¿tSSNrJ56r:
fi S 5 NJ Q57 !;)

ASSi'l{i58tl
ASSNt59û
A55Nù6Ci*
A 5S NÙ 61{]
ASSN062ii
ÀSSNr363ü
A SS N$6¿rû
ASSN.365Û
ASSN.0óóü
assNtó7*
,qssNt680
Ås s N06q{)
ASSNß7CC

'\SSNO7lGASSNil720
A S S NÐ73Ü
.ðssNc74c
ASSN,3750
A55NS7ó(,1
P,SSNCTTfi
A*cSNrlTgt
AS S NT79[
ASSNllBnC
ASSNfJSIT
/1,SS N082C
ÀssNü83t
A S;1N.l84(i
åssN,185f]
ASSNÜ8óO
Àss Nû87C
,qSSNi]BB*
ÀSSt\j{JB9t
À ssN09üfi
ASSNÐ91f,]
,ÂssN'3920
ASS f'J¡]9 3{'i
AS5NCI94c
ÀS SNr]950
ÀSSNfi960
ASSN 9TN
ASSNû980
ASSN09Sn
A S -cN 1{jfln
r\5SNr'310
ASSNlû2*
ASSNlC3f.'



l2E

Dn 15 ïï = 1 r t!
lF{À{IïeJ}.N8"û't} G0 TU lS
J\(lïrJl = CR;IS
NRCþJ{lT} = t\.lR0b/{lïl 1

ilF{f\R0hl(I: t "3T"0"AND"t'lR0v'l 
(II I "LT"NS ) NS = NFû'L^I{II }

C ÛI\.!Tf Í\IU Ë

Êr{3cJ} = CIRC
NCOL{Jl = CI

ïF{NË{:lt^l{ï} - 1} 19y l-9s 18
À{ïaJ} = CR.0S
NCÛL{J) = NCi-ìL{J¡ I
lF{NCûL{ J} "GI,C"Ài\¡D"NCtL.(J)"LT"l'JS} NS = NCOL{J }

CONiTI NIUË

NRFhl{ïl = $
COI\]T:{ NUE
DC2(,J=1rN
rF(NCtIL{J}.NË"NSI GO TO 26
:FL,AG = I
FLAG = "TRUE,D0 2¿t ï - I a [l
lF{,¡{ïrJl,Nr.t.t3} G0 T0 24
ÏF{TFLÀG"EQ.3} GO TC 23
fFLÅG = S

lF(NRûIJ{1!"ËQ,11 GO TO 22
D0 2l JJ = ! o Ì{
TF{.Ð,{TIJJ}"NË"0'G' GD T3 2I
Å{ïrJJf = CR'3S
NCCIL(JJl = NCOL{JJ} 1

ifF{NCOL{ JJ).3T"0"i\ND"NC0L (JJ},LT'NS} NS = NCûl-{J.i I

CnNT.ï NIJLÌ

A(f 'Jl = C,ïRC
NF.OW(I) = 0
TF{NC0L(Jl - 1.' ?5t 25c 24
Å{IuJ} = CRf:lS
N[ì.O!.l(ll = NRCIl^ltll 1

ilF INRO'{,J{T } "GT'fi"A,ND"\Rl'vi{ I )'LT.NS} j"ls = NP.n!d(T }

CONTÏNIJË
f\lCCLf Jl = f
C NNTÏ NIUË

ÏF{FLAG! G3 TO 1+
THTS PÀR.T I]F PRNGR.ÀI.1 TESTS OPT,ÏI4,å,LTTY
DCI?7[=lrN
illF,Olr(ll = t]

NCIL{I} - fl
Dn 29 [ = 1 r t\l

Dn28J-1yl'!
fF(NCOL{Jl.[Q.1"0R'Å(TcJ] "Nf'CIRC] Gû TC 28
NPAbI{T} = |
NCLìL(J} - 1

GC TO ?-g

CÛNT 1Ì{UF
CONTTNUE

i\SSNl,j¿rfi
ASSNlll5Çr
/j,ssNt*6r
À ssf\ 1c7c
ASSNII'38T)
ASSNll$çt
ASSN]-1ÙC
ASSN 1l- tü
Às5N112[i
l\ssN113r)
.ASSN114T
¡\s5Nt15t)
ASSMt6Cì
å.s5Nl t7ü
ASSN T 18C
AS-çN119CI
Às5N 12ofr
ASSNI2II)
ASSNL?zß
ASSNl23n
ASSNLT¿rCt
A5SN125t
¡'SSNl2óLì
ASSNr2Tt.].
ASSNI2sO
Å,S;qN129û
AS5N13tlC
AS¡lt!l3lC
ASSNt32t
ASSf\iI33r
.4SSN134ri
ASSNl35O
ASSNl3óf,
ASSNl37T*)
A SSN 1 38fi
ASSI'1139n
ASSNl40r-:l
AS-tN 141Ê¡
A -q s r\ L42n
ASS¡J143n
Å\ 5;q N l44ti
ASSNL45fr
¡\sshtl46fl
A SSN 147{"i
,ù,s-qNl¿r8ü
,\ssN14çC
ÀssNr5{iû
ASSNl51O
ASSNl5zT
ASSN I53t¡
.ASSNl54n
ÀssN155C



Dtl 3il\=1rN
I F { NRO'/,J ( I I . 5Q"ß"nR.NCOL { I ) " ËQ"0 )

CC¡]T:I NLIf:
NNh OPTT MA,L St]LtJT ICIN ÏS F. ËÀCHTD"
GC TC 49
0033{=l-cN
NFCì,,l{Ï} = fl
NC0L{ ï } -fl
D0 32 J = 1r f\J

ïF(Å{lsJl.fQ,cïRc) Gl ïc 3?
CONiTÏ f\UË
NRC!'l{ï} = I
CONT.{ NUI
FLA'G = .F.Å,LS5"
Dû36J=1rN
ÍF(NC0L(Jl.çQ"1t Gü Til 36
DC 35 I - I ¡ N

IF{NR0"f( I )'EQ'ß'CIR"i\( 3rJ} "NF'CRCS) Gtl Trl 35
FL,ilG = .TF,UF"
NCCIL{ J) = I
GC TO 36
c0l'iTï Ntuf:
CNNT: ¡JLJË

DC38 1l=1rN
lF(NF.{I'l/'l(ï},EQ"tl GO ï0 38
DC 37 J = 1 r Nl

IF{NCnL(J) uS.Q.t"0R'À{ IrJ}'NF"CIRC} Gti Tü 37
FLAG = "TRUIioNR0t^l{ï} = }
GC TD 38
CONTT NUE
CCINTTNUF
ÏF{FL,AGI GL] TO 34
D[¿¡Of=lcN
DC ¿:-C J - 1r\l
TFMPC = ,0,{ïeJ!

L29

Gt-t TÛ 3l

I F { Tl;þ'1PC "FQ' CRCIS' {-lR" TEIqPC"EQ"CNRC 1,,{( T ?.J }

SM,Â.LLC = 1"CI875
Dn 42 Í - lrN
ïF{NF'nW{l}"FQ"fi} G0 Tn ¿¡2.

D0 4I J = lrN
.ïF-{NCOL{J}.ËQ"1.} G0 T0 41
TËilPC = Å,{ï?J}
ïF{TñlqPC"LT,SMå.LLC) SI4A,LLC = Ti:MPC
CI]N]T3 NUE

CONTT NUE
l-)0 4¿'' ï - lrN
:lFtNtìOhJ{l}"8Q"1} G0 To 41,
D0 ¿¡3 J - lsN
A.(TrJ) =,4{JpJ} + SI'I¡\LLC
c0NTÍ i\tr,Ë
DCI 46 J = I'N

ASSN 1 5ÔC
,ÀssNl57{-l
ASSN158{)
ÅssN15e{ì
ASSNlóüü
,ÀSSf\I1åt0
ASSNl62t)
ASSN tó3t)
ASSNló4ü
À-\sN165C,
AS5N16ót,
ÅssNltó7f;
ASSNló8ù
ASSNlógfi
qs5Nt7fiCI
,qSSNLILI)
ASSNIIT?T
,rÀ$ S I'lL13U
ð.SSNLl4I^J
,qssN175û
À.ssNl7ón
¡åssN1770
À5SN 178fl
ÀssN17çLÌ
û ssN 18n(,
A*(SN1B1ù
,i\SSNL82Q
ASSN 1 B3Ð
A$SNl840
Às5N1 85t
ASSNl8ó{3
r\s s N[ B7n
ÅssN188f
AS.5Ni189C
i\ssN1e*0
ASSNleln
ôS¡1Nl92Cl
AS5Nt93e
ASSNl94T]
A 55N t9 50
A5SNl9órl
¡\SSNI97û
AS,CNI9B*
ÀssN I9ç0
i\ssN2û{:ìû
,A55Nr2t 1C
ASSN2Ü7.fr
ASSN2{I3Ð
ASSN2ü4{l
ASSN2*5CI
ASSNzûóû
ASSN2OT(J



TF{f\CûL{J)"EQ.1l Gtl Tn ¿r5

DC ¿t'5 I = lrN
S(XeJ) = ,¿l,{IrJ) - SMALLC
CONTT I\]UE
DO48ï-trN,t
NROI¡J(ï! = Ð

NCOL{f } = {)

D048J=1st\l
IF{,ABS{Ê,{ Í çJ} } "GT"EPS I GD

A{ïrJl = lJo0
NR0h.i{l} = NRSW(.ï} + 1

IF (ABS(A(J?.ï ) ! OGT"FPSI GO

"å'{Jrï} = 0.N
NCOL{l} = NC.OL(f } + 1

CONITÏ NUE
GÛ TN 17
DO5il[=l¡Nl
Dn5ÛJ-IeNt
TËMPC = .À.{ïrJl
I F{TEMPC"NË"CiRC} TEMPC =
I F{TËMPC"f Q,CllRCl Tf MPS =
A(ïrJì = TEI'4PC
RË TUR. N

ËND

l3Ç

TÛ 47

T0 48

ü,(;
1-n

i\s sN2080
,ASSN2üçn
ASSN21{JC
ASSN2I 1ü
åssN212[,
A S SN 2L3fi
A S.S N 2L4.Û
,qSSNzLã*
ÀssN2lóri
45SN2170
Åsst\2rBt
ASSfi2lç0
A S SN 22ßr
ASSN22LÇ:
ÀssN2220
AS5N223n
ASSN224t\
A S S¡I 225ü
å\ssN226{J
ASSN2?7(:
ÀSSNì228r]
lÀSSN229{i
ASSN23Ûf;
AS5N231n



t3l
DAT/r t-CR iNPUT GENERi|iiCN R0UTINE

46 L?.O 120 1"29 95 242

o7/27/69

B0 80 245
200"0

340"0
22',i " 0
350"0
520"0
2 3r1" 0
420.0

330 " 0/r30 ' 0
38C"0
¿r50.0
550 " C

460"0
670"0
580"0
650"0
750.C
870"0
600.0
320"0
5C0"0
320"0
600"0
BBC"O
76C,0
800"0
800"0
4/¡0.0
lrB0"0
/r80"0
ó80.0
760"0
ll 00.0
720.0
B110,0
1000. c
430.0
690"0
820.0
820.0
700.0

1170"0
950"0
800"c

I00c.0
900.0
640"0
5i0.0
60c"0
850 " 0
740.0
35C"0
/t60 

" 0
680"0
800"0

¿

BC
ooUU

87
30
52
48
22
15
2T
L7
IB
92
44
53

I
B4
1ó
61
91
23
BB
3A
18
B7
92
44
52
53
22
L5
17
?3
19
2T
4B
B4
I

B8
B1
92
44
30
I

53
)¿
B4
4B
22
2T
I5
t9
23
1B
17
l6
6-l



132

DAT¡\ FOR INPUJ. GENÉRATION RCTJTINEa7/21/69

B/+0.0
550.0
370"0
550"0
950 " 0
50.0

180.0
2U0.0
400"0
450"0
370.0
210"0
100. c
190.0
1¿r0"0
530"0
ó40,0
700.0
625 "0
93 5..0
810.0
950 " 0
830.0
(;95.0
691) " 0
155"0
910"0
6'15 .0
550.0

1000 " 0q?q-n

I0110"0
11c0.0
120.0
345 "A530"0
485.0
400.0
120"0
350.0
290.0
4ó0.0
170"0
580.C
390,0
135"0
t55.0
'525 

"C
620"0
390.0
350"0
1.70.0
515"0
2't 4 "A
135 "O
700"0

3

9I
12
7l
73
70
41
11
46

2
2t)
45
64
q9
1.0
BB
B7
92
44
30
53
52
B4
4B
22
2L
15
16
l7
1B
t9
23
67
9T

7
25

2
46
17
21
41
49
35
19
89
39
76
1.I
60
4I

5
54
BB
B7

9
44
30

r tl.' il'"



53 1035.0
5?, 95C " C84 I070 "04B 9ó0"0
22 850.0
2L 995.0
15 945 .0
16 I130"0
17 895.0
18 760,0
l9 1200"0
23 1145"0
67 t250"0
9I 1305"C
25 250"0
2 160.0

ts6 90.0
28 210"0
L¿¡ 30C.0
45 160.C
82 340 "CB0 ó3C"0
B 1 155.C
51 495 "O64 105.0
49 310"0
41 180"0
17 1.60 " C10 355.0
39 105"C
4I 500,0
5 390.0

ó0 2?o.o
1I 240"0
16 125"C
19 I00.0
49 470.0

07i27/6e
133

DATA FOR IÌ!PUT GENËR/\TiON RCUT iNE

" .,\ -ì1lJ ¡t



2

0t 100

101 180

IBI ztj

23I 245

07/27/L9

2

I

1

DAT A FOR ¡.14 I N

200 " 0 1+00.0

120"0 3ó0.0

130.0 160,0

240 "O I 20.0

PIìOGRAi'i CALLiNG ASS IGf!MENT RÜLJTif\E



PAGE

L I CEf\SE 1\UI"1BER

FD14B
FK3B1.
cvtì0
cJ5ól
EÛ630
8J739
Bt"i943
Dt(208
EX54ó
AEóI7
DK242
AD52
Ar(390
8M224
BJ5B7
DYLTó
DU730
FKóI8
EX97O
ËC2O I
BE92I
8C356
E1453ó
A J24I
411429
c0704
8N259
cH2óB
FU66 8

EX135
CF1rB3
FIlll9
DU256
AP5IE
cr',iB2I
CJB3i
BN9C 5
0F713
DG4 99
4L524
EU 558
EË9I9
EP 438
CD60B
FX45?.
Flr5
8S877
E.CL32
FG93B
Ât\[J¿r
DGB66
ËKBBO
Dli497
DS847

01/21/6e
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Subsequent to the completion of the project described in

Chapter 5, an attempt was made to refine the modeì from the point of

view of cutting down the computer time required to obtain the

solution. The following is the outcome of this work.

First, it was found that the transPortation-assignment model

can be successful ìy replaced by a transportat ion-transportat ion modeì .

Secondly, in the first pass, it was found that a coarser transPor-

tation model would be mathematicaì ly exactly equivalent to the finer

one used in Chapter 5. This new transportation-transportation model

i s as fol I ows.

Consider the same model as shown in Figure !.1. Each of the

three lots has a number of plugs, and each of the ten faculties has

a number of students associated with ¡t. This represents the re-

quirement at each faculty. Since one student going to a particular

facuìty cannot be dist¡nguished from another, the total number of

students can be ìumped into a'requirement'for that facuìty. Thus,

the first pass, which was a ìot-to-student transportation problem,

can be replaced by a ìot-to-facul ty transportation problem. Thus,

a ì0 by I,OOO transportation problem can be seen to be replaced by

a l0 by lO0 transportation problem. This represents a substantial

saving in computer time.

The second phase of the original model was an assignment

problem. Now consider a ìot for which primary aìlocation has been

performed. This ìot will cater to only a few, Llsuaì ly not more than



ì0 faculties around it.
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Consider this as a transportation model where:

sources (number of plugs).

destinations (number of faculties served by

Number of

Number of

this lot).

a.
I

b.
J

Thus, it can be

Availability at each source = l.

Requ i rement at each dest i nat ion (number of pì ugs

al located to j th facuì ty in this lot) .

seen that the problem now reduces to:

Minimize:

Subject to:

mn
=II

i=l j=l

m

I
i=l

where C.. and X.. folìow the notation of Chapter 5.IJ IJ

This is easily seen to be a straight transportation problem.

lf the lot in question had 250 plugs and it served l0 facultÎes, then

this results into a 250 by l0 transportation problem. ln the original

model, this would have been a 2i0 by 250 assignment problem.

The new modeì is expected to be much faster than the original.

x..
rJ

n

j=l

C.. 'i X..IJ IJ

b.
_t

x..
rJ

It was not tries out on the computer because the required program

changes could not be performed in the short time avai labìe.

j = lr2r..,rn

i = ì r2r...rfr



PRI ORITY CONS I DERAT IONS

ln both the first and second model for the optimum parking

lot assignment, it was assumed that the only objective function to be

considered was the totaì distances waìked. Hence, it did not make

any difference what year a student belonged to.

ln actual practice, senior students are given a higher pri-

ority than the junior students, and professors are given the highest

priority. This can be taken into account in the program by assigning

a priority to each year and a special priority for staff. Now the

cost coefficients in the original program are simply the distances

walked. To take into account the priority system, these distances

can be divided by a suitabìe priority coefficient. Thus, the higher

the priority, the lower the generated cost coefficient.

Such prlority premult¡pl ication can be performed onìy for the

first (originaì) modeì, i.e., transportation-assignment model, since

this model operates on a student basis. The second, faster model,

since it operates on a faculty basis, cannot accommodate the priority

al location.

The priority system is in operation at the University of

Manitoba, but was not incìuded in the program in appendix A, as not

enough information was available at the time of the completion of this

p roj ect .
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